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Abstract

This thesis details the theory and design of a novel Ka-band coupler with unique 

broadband properties. The coupler consists of a CPW-slotline T-junction with a CPW- 

lotline transition on either side of the T. One of the transitions is flipped so that a 180° 

phase shift is created at the output. The phase balance is maintained over a 31.5 GHz 

bandwidth, from 445 MHz to 32 GHz. The useful bandwidth is limited to 10 GHz due to 

return loss. The coupler was simulated using Momentum™ and Ensemble™, and was 

fabricated using Phillips™’ OMMIC™ ED02AH process.

A single-balanced mixer was designed with an RF frequency of 35 GHz and an IF 

frequency of 5 GHz using a unique topology to demonstrate one application for the novel 

coupler. The mixer was simulated using ADS™ and fabricated. Experimental data and 

conclusions are given for both the novel coupler and single-balanced mixer.

n
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

1

1.1 The need for Broadband Communications

One could say the digital revolution is in its second era, the first era being the invention 

and adoption of the personal computer, the second era represented by the creation of the 

Internet. Just as Gordon Moore, founder of Intel, predicted exponential growth in the 

speed of microprocessors, the same law seems to be revealing itself in the growth of 

communications networks. Just to put the growth in perspective, “when Bill Clinton was 

inaugurated as President of the United States there were 200 domain hosts in use. As of 

January 1, 2003 there were 171,000,000 domain hosts in use.” [1] This number of hosts 

could represent anywhere between 17 billion and 30 billion individual web pages, but the 

truth is that nobody really knows. The exchange of all this information on the web is 

made even more challenging on the infrastructure by the introduction of multimedia. The 

exchange of pictures, music, movies, and streaming video is pushing the limits of old 56k 

modems, and driving demand for broadband service from cable and digital subscriber 

line (DSL) providers. Obvious bottlenecks are surfacing with this increase in demand for 

bandwidth, one of which is the final link to the subscriber termed “the last mile”. The 

last mile is the communication link serviced currently by cable modems, DSL modems, 

Fiber to the curb solutions, and fixed wireless applications. Each of these solutions has 

strengths and weaknesses, some of which will be discussed in the next few paragraphs.
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2

1.2 Cable Solutions

Some facts about cable modems used to deliver broadband service: Worldwide cable 

modem service subscriptions will climb from 32.8 million for 2003 to 69.4 million in 

2008 [3]. Assuming a price of $40 a month per subscription, this represents a $33 billion 

market (in U.S. dollars) for cable modems alone by 2008. One key advantage for cable 

broadband service providers is the ability to bundle services [2], The United States 

accounted for 46.7% of worldwide cable modem subscribers in 2003 [3]. The U.S. is the 

only country where cable is leading DSL. Cable networks were originally built to 

distribute television signals, and therefore had a broadcast architecture. This means the 

network was designed to originally support only high-volume traffic downstream to the 

subscriber. This architecture evidently does not support internet traffic, which requires 

two-way communication. Furthermore, the original network consisted of long strings of 

amplifiers to amplify the traveling RF signals, however these strings of amplifiers 

introduced a lot of noise, reduced the bandwidth, and was prone to faults, since any one 

failed amplifier would bring the link down [2]. Cable networks were upgraded in the 

80’s and 90’s with hybrid-fiber-coax (HFC) cables, which combined single-mode optical 

fiber with regular copper coax [2], This eliminated the need for so many amplifiers on 

the trunk lines, improving reliability, as well as increasing the available bandwidth. It 

soon became apparent, with the growth of the internet, that the existing cable networks 

could be exploited by providing two-way communication. This is the foundation of 

today’s broadband cable network internet service, which delivers 6 MHz bandwidth per 

channel at frequencies of 54 to 550 MHz downstream, and 5 to 42 MHz upstream [2]. 

This translates to (depending on modulation schemes) 10 to 30 Mb/s downstream and
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3

768 kb/s to 10 Mb/s upstream [2]. The main disadvantage for cable networks is the cost. 

The copper coaxial cable used from the last network node to the subscriber can only 

extend so far, so the bulk of the network must be upgraded to HFC cables, which is a 

costly endeavor. Sources say that cable service providers spend as much as US$1000 per 

customer on equipment and infrastructure [4]. This means that at $40 a month on 

average per customer subscription, it takes 2 years of continuous subscription to turn a 

profit.

1.3 Digital Subscriber Line Solutions

Digital subscriber line (DSL) technology was first introduced in 1989 by Bellcore. It was 

designed to be a system that could send video and television signals on telephone 

networks, which could compete with cable television companies [5]. Essentially, DSL 

was created in order to maximize the use of existing telephone network infrastructure. 

There are 790 million copper loops in the world’s telephone networks, and this 

infrastructure is the key asset for telephone companies [6], It only makes economic sense 

that these companies want to find as many uses for their network as possible. The DSL 

circuit consists of a DSL modem on each end of a twisted-pair telephone line. There are 

three information channels provisioned for in the bandwidth of the line: a high-speed 

downstream channel, a medium-speed upstream channel, and a channel for regular phone 

service [5]. The speeds of transfer upstream and downstream are determined by which 

flavor of DSL one is subscribing to. There are actually 7 flavors to choose from: ADSL, 

CDSL, G.Lite, HDSL, RADSL, SDSL, and VDSL; each defined by varying bandwidths, 

or features such as symmetry in the upstream and downstream speeds [5]. VDSL has the
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fastest bit rate, at up to 26 Mbps upstream and 50 Mbps downstream. This is 

significantly higher than what can be provided by cable modems, however the one caveat 

is that VDSL cannot be deployed over a distance beyond roughly 300 meters [5].

The advantages of DSL are that it is cost effective, since the technology is just expanding 

the use of an existing network of copper cable, unlike with cable modems, where a large 

amount of capital must be invested in laying hybrid-fiber-coax cable [5]. The DSL 

chipset market is also mature, which means highly integrated DSL modems are available 

and cheap [5]. Another big advantage is that DSL is a dedicated service, whereas with 

cable modems the bandwidth is shared with other households on the same node. It has 

been an issue with cable Internet service in the past that the cable company would 

oversubscribe for its infrastructure, leading to less-than-posted bandwidth being available 

to each customer. The major disadvantage for DSL is the fact that it is limited to dense 

populations where the central office is close to the subscribers. Distance limitations of 

DSL are due to noise, loss, and interference on the copper line, especially in older homes. 

This makes DSL an ineffective technology for more rural or even suburban communities 

-  a key disadvantage that will be highlighted in the next paragraphs.

1.4 LMDS and other Fixed Wireless Solutions

A novel solution to providing last mile coverage to the subscriber has also evolved from 

humble broadcast television technology in the last several years -  fixed wireless. Fixed 

wireless is the space occupied by Local Multipoint Distribution Communication Systems 

(LMDS), Microwave Video Distribution Systems (MVDS), and Multi-channel
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Multipoint Distribution Systems (MMDS), all in the GHz bandwidth range [7], This 

space is also being populated by the various flavors of the IEEE’s 802.11 standard, which 

operates in the 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz unlicensed bands offering roughly 100 MHz of 

bandwidth. In fact the market for LMDS products was flat for a number of years, but 

now the adoption of 802.11 networks that provide lower bandwidth is seen as a bridge 

technology that introduces customers to the benefits of wireless service, which will then 

fuel the adoption of higher bandwidth LMDS networks in the future. Up to this point in 

this discussion, the two key disadvantages posed by cable and DSL networks have been 

shown to be cost and limits of reach. Fixed wireless hubs can be deployed in spacings of 

4 kms, covering 80% of households, and costing between $100 and $200 per subscriber 

in infrastructure costs [8]. This represents a savings of roughly 80% in up-front costs as 

compared with cable and DSL deployed infrastructure. As such, there is great potential 

for fixed wireless networks to be deployed as disruptive technology by newer players in 

the broadband market. To summarize the benefits of deploying fixed wireless networks, 

they offer lower infrastructure costs, lower operating costs, fast time to market, 

scalability, and can offer higher bit rate [8].

At this point, several solutions to bringing broadband connections to customers have been 

discussed, with fixed wireless systems presenting an attractive alternative. As just 

discussed, a key advantage of fixed wireless networks is the low cost. One of the drivers 

of cost in LMDS systems are the microwave integrated circuits needed. LMDS systems 

operate in the 28 GHz band in North America, and the 38 or 40 GHz band in Europe [9]. 

These frequencies typically require GaAs circuits, which are expensive. Given this fact,
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chip real estate on GaAs wafers is very valuable and it is necessary to develop techniques 

that reduce circuit sizes or techniques for maximizing substrate area use. Key 

components in these communication circuits are the couplers used in mixers, frequency 

multipliers, power amplifiers, modulators, and a number of other essential 

communication circuits. These couplers tend to be large and irregularly shaped, 

rendering large areas on the wafer useless. Many couplers are also quite narrowband, 

requiring the manufacture of different components for different frequency bands; it is 

useful and cost efficient in terms of manufacturing to design components that can be used 

across a wide bandwidth.

1.5 Thesis objectives and outline

The purpose of this thesis is to highlight some of the areas where current couplers used in 

microwave circuits are deficient, and explore the design of a new breed of coupler -  one 

that is broadband, and that uses layout area more efficiently. The focus of the design of a 

new coupler is directed at LMDS systems, therefore the frequencies of interest are 

between 20 GHz and 40 GHz, as this band contains the frequency bands used for LMDS 

systems. The ideal result would be to create a coupler that functions well at both 20 GHz 

and 40 GHz, thus allowing the design to be used in either North American or European 

LMDS systems.

The chapters of this thesis are organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides background 

information leading up to the design of a novel coupler, including an overview of existing 

couplers, a discussion on different transmission lines available for design, and a 

discussion on some unique techniques for designing new structures developed at the
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Communications Research Centre. Chapter 3 provides the theory and design evolution of 

the novel coupler leading to a final design that was ultimately fabricated and tested. 

Chapter 4 details the design of a single-balanced mixer employing the novel coupler 

designed in chapter 3. Chapter 5 provides measured results for the new coupler and the 

single-balanced mixer, as well as a discussion on the results and an improved design for 

the mixer. Finally, chapter 6 yields conclusions and an outline for future work.
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CHAPTER 2: DESIGN BACKGROUND

This chapter provides some background on common couplers to provide a basis for 

comparing the new coupler design, which will be discussed in later chapters. This 

chapter also provides an overview of the planar transmission lines, including basic theory 

for application, that were used in the new coupler design. Finally, some novel structures 

developed at the Communications Research Centre are described. Several of these 

structures were incorporated in the various design iterations of the new coupler.

2.1 Couplers

For comparison purposes in this thesis, the focus is directed to couplers for which all 

ports are unbalanced, which excludes the Marchand balun, double-Y balun, and 

derivatives thereof. There are four main types of couplers that fit this criteria. These are 

the branch-line coupler, the hybrid-ring coupler, the Lange coupler, and the coupled-line 

coupler. The following sections yield an exploration of the transfer functions of each of 

these couplers in order to reveal insights necessary to proceed with the design of the new 

coupler.
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2.1.1 Branch-line Coupler

A figure of a branch-line coupler is given in Figure 2-1 below.

(Isolated) {§)
~ Za

Figure 2-1: Branch-line coupler [10, p.380]

As illustrated in Figure 2-1, the branch-line coupler has four ports, each matched to the 

characteristic impedance Zq. Output ports 2 & 3 are split in phase by 90°, making the 

branch-line a quadrature coupler. Output port 4 is isolated, meaning no power goes to it 

from port 1. The coupler consists of two quarter-wavelength branches with a 

characteristic impedance of Zo, and two branches with a characteristic impedance of

Z 0 / V2 . It is sometimes difficult to realize the impedances in the branches, and because

of the need for quarter-wavelength lines, this circuit is suitable only for narrow 

bandwidth operations [11, p.252].

The branch-line coupler is a simple coupler to design and fabricate, and it has low loss. 

Because it does not require bond wires or narrow microstrip lines, it can be fabricated 

successfully on soft substrates to realize low-cost circuits. The branch-line hybrid has a 

relatively narrow bandwidth, approximately 10 percent, and the VSWRs and transmission 

bandwidths of different pairs of ports are not the same [12, p.217]. One way to derive the 

transfer function of the branch-line coupler is by applying Even-Odd mode theory.
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Detailed Even and Odd mode analysis of branch-line couplers for deriving the S21 

transfer function can be found in [10, p.380], and in Appendix A. A Matlab program was 

derived based on the transfer function for S21 for an ideal branch-line coupler and can 

also be found in Appendix A. A plot of changes in the amplitude and phase over 

frequency from 20 GHz to 40 GHz for the transfer function of an ideal branch-line 

coupler are given in Figure 2-2 below.
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Figure 2-2: Change of amplitude and phase over frequency of an 
ideal branch-line coupler.

Figure 2-2 shows that both the amplitude and phase difference have limited bandwidths 

within the 20GHz to 40GHz band of interest. Figure 2-2(a) shows that the amplitude 

response of the ideal branch-line coupler has a -1 dB bandwidth of 8 GHz. Figure 2-2(b) 

shows that the phase response of the branch-line coupler has a -5° bandwidth of 10 GHz.
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2.1.2 Hybrid-Ring Hybrid

A figure of a Hybrid-Ring coupler is given in Figure 2-3 below.

Figure 2-3: Hybrid-Ring coupler [10, p.403]

Figure 2-3 shows that the hybrid ring also has 4 ports. An input signal to port 1 is evenly 

split with no phase difference between ports 2 and 3 because these ports are equidistant 

from port 1, while port 4 is isolated from port 1 because the distances in both directions 

around the ring from port 1 are such that the signals combine in opposite phases and thus 

cancel each other out. An input signal to port 4 is split evenly between ports 2 and 3 with 

a 180° phase split, while port 1 is isolated. Therefore the Hybrid Ring coupler is the 

planar equivalent of a magic-T. Like the Branch-line coupler, the Hybrid-Ring coupler 

is very popular “because of its relatively low loss and the simplicity of its design and 

fabrication.” The ring hybrid requires frequency-sensitive elements, namely transmission 

lines of a precise length that make it a narrow-band component [12, p.215]. “The 

bandwidth of this hybrid is approximately 10% to 15%, although when the effects of 

junction discontinuities and transmission line dispersion are included, it may be slightly 

lower [11, p.244-246]”.
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As was the case for the Branch-line coupler, the S21 transfer function for an ideal Hybrid- 

Ring coupler was derived based on Even and Odd mode analysis in [10, p.405]. 

Appendix A contains the derivation of the transfer function, as well as a Matlab program 

for plotting the amplitude and phase response of the ideal Hybrid-Ring coupler. Figure 

2-4 gives the graphs of the amplitude and phase response from 20 GHz to 40 GHz.

Frequency (Hz)

(a)

£
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■L'' 170
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\

2 2-2 2-4 2.6 2.8 3 3.2
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(b)

3.S 3.8 A
X lO iB

Figure 2-4: Change of amplitude and phase over frequency of an 
ideal hybrid-ring coupler.

Figure 2-4 (a) shows that the Hybrid-Ring coupler has a -1 dB amplitude bandwidth of 

12 GHz, which is greater than that for the Branch-line coupler. Figure 2-4(b) shows that 

the Hybrid-Ring coupler has a phase response +/- 5° bandwidth of 5 GHz, which is lower 

than that found for the Branch-line coupler. The Hybrid-Ring is therefore a tradeoff of 

greater amplitude response bandwidth at the cost of some phase response balance, as 

compared to the Branch-line coupler.
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2.1.3 Coupled-Line Coupler

The Coupled-Line coupler and the Lange coupler are in the same family. The Lange 

coupler is essentially a Coupled-Line coupler that is divided into a number of sections to 

improve the coupling coefficient. Therefore, for the purpose of this thesis, it is only 

necessary analyze the basic Coupled-Line coupler for comparison with the previous 

couplers discussed. Figure 2-5 shows the Coupled-Line coupler.

Cuupietl 
©

Isolated

AW ' Vw
/  /  y , /

Input

(a)
\  \

Itantgh

j-AAMn

2,t t

a V ( S ■w
rV,

(b)

-o~vWVH

Figure 2-5: a) Coupled-Line coupler, with (b) schematic circuit [10, p.389]

Figure 2-5(a) shows that the Coupled-Line coupler is very simple to design. It consists 

mainly of two quarter-wavelength lengths of line in close proximity. A signal injected 

into port 1 is split between port 2 and 3 in amounts that depend on the coupling 

coefficient, C, and the frequency. The signals at port 2 and 3 are phase split by 90°,
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making this another quadrature coupler. The advantage of the Coupled-Line coupler is 

that the output signals will always have a phase split of 90°. This is an inherent quality 

that is frequency independent. The disadvantage is that it is almost impossible to achieve 

the - 3 dB insertion loss limit, which is the theoretical maximum level of coupling [10, 

p.389].
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Figure 2-6: Change of amplitude and phase over frequency of an 
ideal Coupled-Line coupler.

As predicted, Figure 2-6(b) shows that the ideal Coupled-Line coupler maintains a 90° 

phase split over the entire 20 GHz to 40 GHz band. The same is not true for the 

amplitude response in Figure 2-6(a), which has a bandwidth of 14 GHz. This is due to 

the fact that the dimensions, and consequently the Zoe and Zo0 characteristic impedances, 

of the Coupled-Line coupler are frequency dependent making this structure relatively 

narrowband [10, p.389],
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The following table summarizes the performance in the 20GHz to 40 GHz band of the 

various ideal couplers discussed in this section.

Table 2-1: Summary of performance of ideal couplers 
in the 20 GHz to 40 GHz band.

Amplitude 
Response BWf

Hraiiclilinc 
( oup le r  
1I\ b r id -King  
C o u p le r  
Coup led -L ine  

I C o u p le r

8 GHz

12 GHz

14 GHz

Phase 
Response BW

10 GHz

5 GHz

(Infinite)

2.2 Various Transmission Lines

In the design of a new coupler to be discussed in the coming chapters, a number of planar 

transmission lines and structures are employed. A brief overview of these transmission 

lines and structures is provided in the next sections.

2.2.1 Coplanar:

The coplanar waveguide (CPW) offers several advantages over conventional microstrip 

line. It simplifies fabrication. It facilitates easy shunt as well as series surface mounting 

of active and passive devices. It eliminates the need for wraparound and via holes. It 

reduces radiation loss. Since characteristic impedance is determined by the ratio of gap 

to conductor size in the line, size reduction is theoretically limited only by the fabrication 

process, though higher line losses will result [13, p.l]. In addition, a ground plane exists 

between any two adjacent lines, hence cross-talk effects between adjacent lines is lower 

than with other types of lines [13, p.l]. As a result, CPW circuits can be made denser
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than conventional microstrip circuits. Finally, transition from CPW to slotline is easier, 

allowing greater flexibility in the use of mixed transmission lines [14, p.375], These 

advantages make CPW ideally suited for designing planar MMIC circuits.

In addition to design advantages, CPW offers manufacturing advantages. For example, 

CPW lends itself to the use of automatic pick-and-place and bond assembly equipments 

for surface-mount component placement [13, p.2], CPW also allows use of automated 

on-wafer measurement techniques for circuit characterization. These advantages make it 

cost effective to produce CPW based MMICs in large volume.

CPW does have some disadvantages. These include the creation of parasitic modes [14, 

p.375]. This is due to the fact that CPW can support even mode (typical) and odd mode 

(atypical) propagation. Thankfully, judicious use of air-bridges linking the ground-planes 

forces the waveguide to support only even mode propagation. Other disadvantages 

include lower power handling ability and field non-confinement [14, p.375]. Field non

confinement means that for CPW half of the energy in the electric field is in air above the 

waveguide, while the other half is confined to the substrate, unlike in microstrip lines 

where the field is mostly confined to the substrate. This division of energies in CPW 

between air and the dielectric causes dispersion at higher frequencies, as well as causing 

interference problems due to radiated fields.
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The coplanar waveguide is a quasi-TEM waveguide, with the behavior of the electric 

fields for the even mode (typical) operation of the waveguide given in the Figure 2-7 

below.
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^
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Sicctnac

(b)

Figure 2-7: CPW showing (a) aspect ratio a/b, and (b) 
field distribution for even mode operation [14, p.376].

At higher frequencies, the mode of propagation in the CPW becomes non-TEM because 

longitudinal component of the magnetic field exists [14, p. 376].

Equations are given below for the characteristic impedance for CPW on a finite dielectric 

substrate, which is the case for the Phillips™ OMMIC ED02AH fabrication process used 

in this thesis:
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7  =
^ C P W

30 ft K(k'0)

£eff K (ko) [13, p.21] (2-1)

(gr - l  ) K(k l)K(k'0) 
2 KQ

a

Where: e ff = 1 + —  v ”  v £13, p.21]
*  2 K ( i ! ) K ( k t )

_ _   (Refer to Figure 2-7(a) above for S and W)
0 b S + 2W

smh(nS/4k)  . , . , . , . .
L =  ?r------------- k------r hi is the substrate thickness.
1 sinh{[7r(S + 2JF)]/4/i1}

K(kl), K(k[) are complete elliptic integrals.

Most planar microwave circuit designs require the use of resonant structures created with 

the use of stubs. The creation of short and open circuit resonant stubs in CPW is very 

easy. Figure 2-8 shows how to create a shorted and open-ended stub.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2-8: CPW (a) open and (b) short circuit stubs [14, p.443].

From Figure 2-8(a) above it is clear that for an open-circuit stub all that is required is that 

a gap exists between the end of the stub and the ground plane, while Figure 2-8(b) shows 

that for a short-circuit stub the stub needs to connect to the ground plane.

One advantage of CPW lines over planar transmission lines like microstrip is the ability 

to create both shunt and series resonant stubs. Figure 2-9 illustrates this.
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Figure 2-9: CPW (a) shunt and (b) series stub configurations [14, p.444].

Figure 2-9(a) above shows how to create in CPW, much as with microstrip lines, double 

shunt stub resonators. More interesting is how Figure 2-9(b) shows how series stub are 

created, shown in the center column, with an equivalent circuit using slotlines in the 

right-hand column and the symbolic representations for the circuit elements in the left- 

hand column. In microstrip circuits it is only possible to create shunt stubs. The ability 

to produce series resonant stubs gives designers an extra degree of freedom that helps to 

produce unique structures.

2.2.2 Microstrip:

The microstrip line is a common transmission line used in most high frequency circuits.

It has been thoroughly researched over several decades, with well-defined closed-form 

expressions for calculating the characteristic impedance [10, p.162], The microstrip line 

supports quasi-TEM modes of propagation. Similar to CPW lines, it is possible to create
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resonant stubs using microstrip lines, though for microstrip lines it is only possible to 

create shunt stubs. The figure 2-4 below shows the microstrip line along with the field 

distribution for the micro strip line.

(a)

(b)

\  \

Figure 2-10 (a) microstrip line and (b) field distribution [10, p.161].

The fact that most of the fields are contained within the dielectric, as shown in the Figure

2-10(b) above, mean that static or quasi-TEM solutions are quite accurate for describing 

the wave characteristics such as phase velocity and propagation constant, as well as for 

extracting the characteristic impedance. The characteristic impedance can be calculated 

using the well-known closed-form expressions in [1 0 , p. 162].
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2.2.3 Slotline:

Slotlines can be included in microstrip circuits by etching the slotline circuit in the 

ground plane of the substrate for coplanar circuits. This type of hybrid combination 

allows flexibility in the design of microwave circuits. Also, some circuits that cannot 

easily be created using microstrip lines, can be created using slotlines. These could be 

short circuits, high impedance lines, series stubs, and baluns [14, p.269]. The following 

Figure 2-11 shows a slotline and its field distribution.

-------------- M A G N E T I C  FIELD  LIN E S

ELECTRIC NES

Figure 2-11: Slot line showing field distribution [14, p.270].

As seen in the Figure 2-11 above of a slotline, the wave propagates along the slot with the 

major electric field component oriented across the slot in the plane of metallization on the 

dielectric substrate. The mode of propagation is non-TEM and almost transverse electric 

(TE) in nature [14, p.269]. Because of this, static techniques cannot be applied to derive 

closed form expressions describing impedance and propagation characteristics of the 

slotline. The definition of Z q s ,  the characteristic impedance of the slotline, that is based
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on the power-voltage relationship can be used to give a general equation, and is found in 

[14, p.276]. For design equations with accuracy of about 2 percent, look to [14, p.283] 

for several closed-form expressions that depend on the aspect ration W/h, derived from 

curve fitting of empirical and numerical analysis.

As previously discussed for CPW and microstrip lines, slotlines can be used to design 

short and open circuit resonant stubs. Figure 2-12 shows the short-circuit stub.

Figure 2-12: Slotline short-circuit stub [14, p.292].

The Figure 2-12 above shows that the short-circuit slotline stub just simply terminates in 

the ground plane. For the open-circuit stub, several options for termination are available, 

as illustrated in Figure 2-13 below.
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Figure 2-13: Slotline open-circuit stub with (a) a flared open end, (b) a 
circular disc open end, and (c) a combination of flared slot and half
disc open end [14, p.295].

The different open-circuit terminations in Figure 2-13 above have varying degrees of 

performance, but mainly they offer flexibility when designing circuits.

2.3 Comparison between CPW, microstrip, and slotline

Having discussed three planar transmission lines, it is useful to summarize some of the 

differences between all three in table form. The following Table 2-2 indicates the typical 

upper and lower boundaries for the three types of transmission lines.
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Table 2-2: Limits of Z0 for various transmission lines [14, p. 431].

Transmission line
Lower Limit 
for Z0 (Q)

Upper Limit 
for Zo (Q)

Microstrip 1 1  (m) 1 1 0 (d)
Slotline 35(d) 250 (m)
Coplanar 2 0  (m, d) 250 (m, d)
Waveguide

In the Table 2-2 above, the letter ‘m’ indicates the limitation is due to higher order 

modes, while the letter ‘d’ means that the limitation is due to physical dimensions [14, p. 

431]. Some interesting points in the above table are that the microstrip line is the best 

choice for creating lower impedance lines, while CPW and slotline are better for creating 

high impedance lines.

Another table that gives qualitative comparisons between the three types of transmission 

lines is given below.
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Table 2-3: Qualitative comparison of various MIC lines [14, p. 434].

Characteristic Microstrip Slotline CPW

Effective dielectric constant 
(sr = 13 and h = 100 pm)*

* 8 . 6 *5.07 * 7

Power handling capability High Medium Medium

Radiation loss Low Medium Medium

Unloaded Q Medium Low Medium

Dispersion Small Large Small

Mounting of Components: 
In shunt configuration 
In series configuration

Difficult
Easy

Easy
Difficult

Easy
Easy

Technological difficulties Ceramic holes 
Edge plating

— —

Elliptically polarized 
magnetic field config.

Not available Available Available

Dimensions Small Large Large
* Relative permittivity taken from reference source.

2.4 Unique Planar Structures

Some excellent research on creating novel planar structures has been done by researchers 

at the Communications Research Centre. Some of the structures and techniques 

developed by K. Hettak were applied in this thesis. The following describes some 

structures that are used in later chapters to develop a novel planar coupler.
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Figure 2-14 shows a novel transition developed in January 2000.

r

f s r

Figure 2-14: Novel CPW-to-Slotline transition [15].

The Figure 2-14 shows the layout and schematic representation of the transition. It 

consists of an open-circuit series resonant stub and a shunt short-circuit slot stub. These 

two stubs resonate to produce a wide bandwidth. The theory for how the stubs produce a 

wide bandwidth is discussed in the chapter 3 on designing a novel coupler, however 

suffice it to say that one of the design challenges is to make the characteristic impedance 

of the series resonant stub as small as possible, while making the shunt stub impedance as 

high as possible.
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The next figure is of another novel transition found in [15].

J
:>

Figure 2-15: Second novel CPW-to-Slotline transition [15].

What distinguishes the Figure 2-15 above compared to the Figure 2-14 that was just 

discussed are the fact that there are two series stubs in parallel, and two shunt slotline 

stubs in series in the form of a ring. The effect of the parallel combination of series stubs 

is to halve the characteristic impedance, while the two shunt stubs in series increases the 

equivalent shunt impedance. These are two positive changes for creating a wider 

bandwidth.

The ring resonator in the Figure 2-15 above is actually from a family of resonators, given 

in the figure below.
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Figure 2-16: Electric Field distribution of three types of slotline resonators [15]

Figure 2-16(a) and Figure 2-16(b) are essentially the same, in that they are simply two 

shunt slotline stubs in series, albeit in different layout configurations. The layout of the 

two shunt slotline stubs in Figure 2-16(a) is such that it partially radiates. The layout of 

Figure 2-16(b) on the other hand is such that when the field is reflected back to the 

junction from both stubs, the fields arrive with a 180° phase shift and thus cancel each 

other out, which stifles radiation [15]. Both Figures 2-16(a) and (b) have the problem 

that as frequency increases, the stubs’ electrical length appears to “grow”. This is what is 

meant by “excess length”, and it is this property that makes the first two configurations of 

Figure 2-16 narrowband [15]. The same is not true for the ring resonator in Figure 2- 

16(c) because regardless of frequency, the energy is split and reaches the top point at 

opposite phases, canceling each other out and creating a virtual short [15]. Thus the ring 

resonator has a broader bandwidth than the other two.

At this point, the tools needed to design a new coupler have been described. The next 

chapter describes in detail the design of the new coupler.
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CHAPTER 3: DESIGN OF PLANAR COUPLER

In the previous two chapters, the groundwork for designing a new coupler was laid, 

including an examination and comparison of existing couplers, an overview of different 

transmission lines, and an exploration into novel techniques for creating unique planar 

structures. This chapter details the steps taken to achieve the final design of the new 

coupler. The first section discusses the underlying theory. The sections following 

provide a design progression, explaining the reasons for various design iterations and 

providing simulated results.

3.1 Design evolution and theory

The task of this thesis was to investigate whether a novel, broadband coupler could be 

created using a well-known coplanar T-junction along with some novel resonant circuits. 

A common T-junction, drawn as a coplanar circuit, is shown in Figure 3-1 below.

* "
j  P3

*

P I

Figure 3-1: Common coplanar T-junction.
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In Figure 3-1, the gray area represents the top metallization layer, which contains the 

conductor and ground plane for the coplanar line. The white tracks represent the gaps 

between the conductor and ground plane, through which the propagating wave passes.

The red, or dark gray layer represents a lower metallization layer used for creating air

bridges. Figure 3-1 shows that the T-junction has three ports. It is in fact a loss-less, 

reciprocal three-port device -  a fact that makes matching the T-junction difficult, and will 

be discussed in more detail later [16]. The arrows in Figure 3-1 indicate which way the 

electric field is pointing in the coplanar slots. The above T-junction effectively splits the 

power entering port 1 evenly between port 2 and port 3. The output signals of the T- 

junction are in phase, however it is desirable that the new coupler have a 180° phase split 

between the output ports -  a useful feature in most of the circuits that use couplers. A 

180° phase shift can conveniently be introduced in the coplanar T-junction as follows:

. . .  r .

P2 — * ~-r*~ r
::

*■

PI

P3

Figure 3-2: Coplanar T-junction with 180° phase split between output ports.

Figure 3-2 shows that by ‘flipping5 one of the output lines and enforcing polarity with air 

bridges, a 180° phase shift is created as indicated by the reversal in the direction of the 

arrows in port 3. This method for creating a 180° phase shift is not a new idea, but it will
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be a key component tor making the new coupler broadband. 1 he reason tor this is 

because the phase shift is inherent; it does not depend on the electrical lengths of 

structures within the coupler, which depend on frequency, as is the case for the common 

couplers previously discussed, as well as for various baluns such as the Marchand balun. 

The implication of this is that if not for other factors -  to be addressed later in the design 

-  this structure could theoretically have a 180° phase shift over an infinite bandwidth!

The factors limiting the bandwidth of this structure are:

Figure 3-3: Model of sharp bend in coplanar line.

Figure 3-3 shows that a sharp bend in a coplanar transmission can be modeled at high 

frequency with a lumped capacitor in the center and two inductors at the ports. The same 

model applies to other planar transmission lines. Figure 3-3(b) is essentially a low-pass 

filter. Since the amount of parasitic capacitance is relatively low, the effects of the bend

o Parasitic junction reactances exacerbated by sharp edges and 
corners.

o Change from CPW-Slotline-CPW in the T-junction; this is due to 
the change in modes from TEM to TE to TEM again.

Parasitic junction reactances can be modeled as in Figure 3-3 below:

(a) (b)
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only become evident at very high frequencies, however they do reduce the upper 

frequency bound of the circuit. Figure 3-4 shows how one can reduce the effects of 

parasitic capacitance.

(a) (b)

Figure 3-4: Model of modified bend for reducing parasitic reactance.

Figure 3-4(a) shows that by carving off some of the metal in the conductor at a sharp 

comer, the parasitic capacitance can be cancelled out, or at the very least reduced to 

improve the circuit bandwidth.

The change from coplanar to slotline that occurs in the T-junction also reduces the 

bandwidth because these transmission lines support different wave modes. In simple 

terms, these different modes represent a change in characteristic impedance, and this 

mismatch -  however small -  reduces bandwidth. The best way to minimize this effect is 

to reduce the length of slotline as much as possible. The shorter the length of the 

discontinuity, the less effect it has on the bandwidth.

The first thing that must be addressed in the coupler design are the CPW slots on the 

output ports left dangling because they are unused, while the other slot is connected to the 

T-junction. This is illustrated in Figure 3-5 below:
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Figure 3-5: T-junction with dangling slots.

These dangling slots must be terminated ideally with an open circuit. The reason for this 

is because if left unterminated, upon reflecting off the conducting boundary and reversing 

polarity the field will cancel itself out because polarity is enforced by the air bridge, thus 

turning the coupler into an effective attenuator. By terminating the CPW slot with an 

open circuit, there is no reversal of polarity and thus the field is maintained. In reality, an 

open circuit is created by using a short circuit quarter-wavelength stub. Shunt slotline 

stubs are used to terminate one slot of the coplanar waveguide. Figure 3-6 below 

illustrates this addition:
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P 2  ::

p i

Figure 3-6: T-junction with terminated slots.

Figure 3-6 is effectively a combination of a CPW-Slotline T-junction plus two CPW- 

Slotline transitions, which is modeled more clearly in Figure 3-7 below:

J CPW-slotline
T-junction

CPW-slotline
Transition

CPW-slotline
Transition ir +

r
Figure 3-7: CPW-slotline Transitions 
with CPW-Slotline T-junction.

In Figure 3-7, the white space represents the top metallization layer, while the dark tracks 

are the CPW gaps and slotline gaps. The focus of the design is pointed to improving the 

response of the CPW-Slotline transitions. Much experimental work has been performed 

by Khelifa Hettak [15] in designing different variations of the CPW-Slotline transition, as 

discussed in chapter 2. His techniques are applied here in the design of the new coupler.

Improvement to the CPW-Slotline transition begins with an equivalent circuit of the most 

basic CPW-Slotline transition, shown in Figure 3-8:
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ZosJotZ o c p w

Short

(a)

J oslot

(b)
Figure 3-8: (a) Equivalent circuit and (b) 
block diagram of CPW-Slotline transition.

Figure 3-8(a) shows that the basic CPW-Slotline transition consists only of a shunt 

slotline stub. For large bandwidths, Z o s l o t  must equal Z o c p w -  This is not possible in the 

circuit in Figure 3-8(a), for the following reason [15]:

Z oslot ~ Z ocpw U[jZsslotTan(</>)]

_ Z OCPW\jZ SSiotTan{<f))\

Z o c p w  +  j Z s s i o i ^ a n ^ )  ( 3 - 1 )

Where: Z o s l o t  is the impedance seen looking into the transition and is
also ideally equal to the characteristic impedance of the sloline 

Z o c p w  is the CPW characteristic impedance 
Z ss io t  is the characteristic impedance of the shunt slotline stub

For a perfect match throughout the transition structure, Z o s l o t  must equal Z o c p w -  

Flowever, since Z o s l o t  from equation 3-1 is clearly a complex number, it cannot equal
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Z o c p w ,  which is a purely real number. Therefore a matching structure is required 

between the two transmission lines. This is achieved through the addition of a resonant 

structure such that the imaginary components of Z o s l o t  cancel out. This can be done by 

adding a series open-circuit stub to the transition, as illustrated in Figure 3-9 below:

Open

Zscpw

Zocpw Zoslot

ZsslotShort

Figure 3-9: Series stub added to the equivalent circuit.

Adding a series stub is easy to do in coplanar circuits, and presents opportunities for 

creating a number of creative structures [15]. A quarter-wavelength open-circuit stub is 

selected because at the center frequency for which the stub is designed, the impedance at 

the input of the stub will be zero; i.e. it behaves as a short and thus does not add 

impedance to the CPW line, which is important to keep constant over frequency. The 

block diagram for Figure 3-9 is given in Figure 3-10:
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Zoslot

Figure 3-10: Block diagram for the transition with a series stub.

Z o s l o t  is calculated for the new transition circuit as follows [15]:

Z oslot = Zc H\Za + Zh ] (Arbitrary impedances in parallel)

_ Z c[Za Jr Z b\

Z  a + Z b + Z c

(jZ ss!otTan(0)lZOCPW jZ scpw cot(^)] 

\Zqcpw ~ JZscpw cot(^)]+ jZ  sslolTan(<f>)

JOCPW \ — j  cot(^)
Z,OCPW

J OSLOT

■ ?0^L  c o t ( ^ ) - % ^ c o t 2(^) 
Z SSlot 'SS lo t

(3-2)

Where: Z s c p w  is the characteristic impedance of the series stub. 
All other impedances are same as in equation 3-1.
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For Z q s l o t  — Z o c p w  to be true:

1 - 7-
‘ SCPW

‘ OCPW

cot(^) ~ S C P W  

7V SSlot

CO\2((f>) ^O C P W  

7
V SSlot

cot(^) (3-3)

Therefore for the widest bandwidth the following two expressions must be true:

Z
(i)    -»  0  i.e. A high Z Ssiot impedance and a low Z s c p w  impedance are required.

Z ry SSlot

7 7 72

(ii) —....g g f fL  -> Rearranged in terms of Z Sc p w : Z s c p r  =  o c p w

Z ocpw Z sslot Z sslot

Substituting the equation for Z s c p w  into equation 3-2 yields the following:

' OCPW 1 -7 ■‘OCPW

‘ SSlot

cot {(/))

‘ OSLOT \ 2
(3-4)

-‘ OCPW  

7
V ssiot y

^O C P W  

7V ssiot y
cot(^)

Z
From equation 3-4 it is clear that Z o s l o t  will equal Z o c p w  when  a< l‘!- tends toward

Z r‘ SSlot

zero.

Since Z o c p w  is chosen to be fixed at 50 Q., this would require Z s s io t  to be very high. This 

could prove difficult to achieve because to increase the characteristic impedance of a
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slotline requires an increase in the width of the slot, and there is only so much the width 

can increase before the slotline suffers from multi-mode issues. This is true because at 

some point there is a danger of the slot becoming large enough for resonance to occur 

across it for frequencies within the band of interest. This occurs for a width of w >

0.25A.O [14, p.277]. It is also difficult to create a design based on changing Zo for a 

slotline. This is due to the fact that slotlines support quasi-TE modes that have no natural 

closed form expressions for Zo [14].

Taking a different approach, the expression for Z s s io t  is substituted in the expression for 

Z o s l o t ,  as follows:

Z 27  _  ^ o c p w
SSlOt ~  y

Z SCPW

Which yields,

ẑ
OCPW [ l - j z «™ C O .J

OCPW

1 j Zsc"  C O W -
Z o c p w

( Z  ^SCPW

7
\ ^ O C P W

2
cot2 (y$)

Now, rather than an expression which requires manipulation of Z s s io t ,  equation 3-5 

requires manipulation of Z s c p w -  More specifically, it is necessary to make Z s c p w  -  the 

characteristic impedance of the series stub -  as close to zero as possible, while still
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having the effect of canceling out the reactive component in the expression for Z o s l o t -

2
Doing so will eliminate all of the terms involving ■■ , leaving Z o s l o t  =  Z o c p w -

OCPW

So the design of the CPW-Slotline transition still requires a slotline stub of one quarter- 

wavelength to terminate the unused CPW slot, however its characteristic impedance is 

fixed to 50 Q. The slotline can be manipulated to achieve better cancellation of the 

propagating field, creating a better open-circuit termination. To improve the bandwidth, 

the stucture of the series stub must be designed such that the lowest possible Z s c p w  is 

achieved.

3.2 Transition and Coupler designs

The following paragraphs describe various designs of CPW-Slotline transitions that were 

simulated in Agilent’s Momentum™ RF passive circuit simulator that comes packaged in 

Agilent’s Advanced Design System™ (ADS) software. The transitions were optimized for 

a center frequency of 30 GHz and measured over a frequency span from 20 GHz to 40 

GHz, which is the band of interest for this thesis for reasons given in the introduction.

Once the transitions were optimized, they were applied in a coupler configuration (refer 

to Figure 3-6), thus producing the various coupler designs created for this thesis, 

ultimately leading to the final coupler design.
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3.2.1 Transition #1 design:

The first transition design is exactly as depicted in the Figure 3-11. In this figure the 

white space represents the CPW and Slotline gaps, while the gray area is the top 

metallization layer containing the conductor and ground plane of the CPW lines. Figure

3-11 is the most basic transition, consisting only of the slotline stub necessary to 

terminate the unused slot of the CPW line without the addition of a series stub for 

widening the bandwidth. For simulation purposes -  i.e. to use the same ports at both 

ends of the structure -  the transition designs are always simulated as two of the same type 

of transition placed back-to-back. Figure 3-9 shows the first transition design as it was 

laid out for simulation in Momentum™.

x. _
..... ..................................................................................................................................................... •,

!

Figure 3-11: Back-to-back layout of Transition #1

The slotline stubs in Figure 3-11 were tuned in order to be a quarter-wavelength long at 

30 GHz, which is the center of the 20 GHz band of interest. The slotline stubs are 850 

pm long, and the width of the slotline is the same width as the slot in the CPW line -  13 

pm. The above transition was simulated in Momentum™ from 20 GHz to 40 GHz using 

an adaptive algorithm to produce smooth curves. The results of this simulation are 

provided in Figure 3-12.
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Figure 3-12: Simulation results for Transition #1.

Of most importance to note is that Figure 3-12(a) shows distinctly the sharp dip in 

reflection coefficient at the center frequency of 30 GHz. Similarly illustrative is the 

Smith chart plot of the SI 1 values, in Figure 3-12(c), over frequency. On the Smith chart 

the curve approaches closer to the center of the chart -  i.e. the 50 Q point of perfect 

match -  then pulls away from the center as frequency moves beyond 30 GHz. The ideal 

scenario would be to have the various frequency points circle tightly around the center of 

the chart, producing very low reflection coefficients over as wide a band as possible. The 

structure, as it was simulated, produced a bandwidth (referenced to -10 dB) of 6.5 GHz, 

or 16.25 %.
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3.2.2 Coupler #1 design:

Having tuned the design for Transition #1, Transition #1 was then used in a coupler 

design as illustrated in Figure 3-13 below:

PI

Figure 3-13: Coupler #1

The coupler was simulated over a frequency range from 20 GHz to 40 GHz, just as for 

the transition. Figure 3-14 gives the results for this simulation.
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Figure 3-14: Simulation results for Coupler #1.

In Figure 3-14, note that the ports 1, 2, and 3 are optimally matched at 30 GHz. Of most 

importance is the difference in phase between port 2 and port 3. This phase difference 

must be 180°, within 1° or 2°, over as wide a frequency range as possible. The graph of 

Figure 3-14(d) shows the difference in phase from 20 GHz to 40 GHz falls between 179° 

and 175.5°. This is a good reference for further designs, as the phase difference remains 

within 5° of 180° over the entire 20 GHz band of interest.
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3.2.3 Transition #2 design:

The next transition design includes a series stub to take advantage of the resonance 

effects discussed in the theory earlier. The length and width of the series stub, along with 

the length of the slotline stub were manipulated to give the best bandwidth for this 

design. The length of the series coplanar stub is 900 pm, and its width is 20 pm. The 

length of the shunt slotline stub remains 850 pm. Figure 3-15 shows Transition #2.

The above design was simulated in Momentum™, giving the following results.

Figure 3-15: Transition #2
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Figure 3-16: Simulation results for Transition #2.

From Figure 3-16 results, note that the series stub has added a second resonance point. 

The two resonance points can be tuned to increase the -10 dB bandwidth, however after 

several attempts the most the bandwidth could be increased was by about 1.5 GHz.

3.2.4 Coupler #2 design:

The Transition #2 design was implemented in a coupler configuration, shown in Figure 3- 

17.
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P2

PI

Figure 3-17: Coupler #2

The results of simulating Coupler #2 in Momentum are shown below.
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Figure 3-18: Simulation results for Coupler #2.

The Figure 3-18 results show that the reflection coefficients for port 2 and port 3 

resemble that of the original transition design. The phase difference between the output
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ports is +/- 2° (from 178° to 174°). There is no concern at this point with the phase 

difference not being centered on 180°, as this can be tuned in the final design by 

increasing the length of one of the output ports of the coupler by a slight amount. More 

important is maintaining the drifting of the phase difference within 1° or 2°. Note also 

the degradation in the reflection coefficient at port 1. This is due to the fact that it is 

impossible to match perfectly a loss-less, reciprocal, three-port device unless there is 

isolation between the two output ports [16].

Since the new coupler can never have all ports matched perfectly, a strategy for achieving 

the best possible match was derived. For the coupler designs in this thesis the focus was 

on matching the output ports to 50 Q, while leaving the input port -  port 1 -  to be 

matched later using an additional matching circuit. This strategy yields matching circuits 

for the output ports that are symmetrical, making it easier to find the best possible match 

for the input of the three-port network. For this reason the unattractive VSWR graphs for 

port 1 are not a concern in the various coupler designs at the moment, since port 1 is 

doomed to be mismatched with 50 Q if the output ports are matched to 50 Q. This must 

be taken into account when putting together a coupler for use in an actual circuit, as will 

be seen later in a single balanced mixer.

3.2.5 Transition #3 design:

For the third design iteration, circular slot lines were added to replace the straight slotline 

stubs. This was done to ensure an effective short at the end of the stubs. Using a circular 

path splits the signal in two and reunites the signals on the opposite end of the circle in
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opposite phases, which cancels the signal and creates a virtual short, as shown in section 

2.4. The virtual short occurs regardless of frequency, making this a more broadband 

termination for the unused slot. Figure 3-19 of Transition #3 is given below.

Figure 3-19: Transition #3

The results of this transition being simulated in Momentum are given in Figure 3-20.
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Figure 3-20: Simulation results for Transition #3.

Figure 3-20(a) shows that Transition #3 suffers from reduced -10 dB bandwidth. This 

appears discouraging at first, however when implemented in a coupler there is 

improvement in the phase difference such that the variation is within +/- 1.5°. There is 

therefore a tradeoff between return loss bandwidth and better phase response for this 

design.
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3.2.6 Coupler #3 design:

The figure of Coupler #3 along with the data are given below in Figures 3-21 and 3-22.

P2 ■: - P3

Figure 3-21: Coupler #3
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Figure 3-22: Simulation results for Coupler #3.
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Up to this point, the coupler designs have achieved a phase difference that varies no more 

than +/-1.50 from 20 GHz to 40 GHz, however the bandwidth in terms of reflection 

coefficient at the output ports has not, so far, been greater than 6  GHz.

3.2.7 Transition #4 design:

For the transition #4 design, the focus turns to minimizing the impedance of the series 

resonant structure. One technique for creating a lower apparent impedance is by placing 

two identical stubs in parallel, effectively halving the impedance. This is illustrated in 

the equivalent circuit diagram shown in Figure 3-23.

Step* Zbopw

Figure 3-23: Equivalent circuit of two stubs in parallel [15].

The above technique was implemented in a transition design, shown in Figure 3-24 

below:
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Figure 3-24: Transition #4

The length of each of the series stubs is 930 pin. The data for Transition #4 is given in 

Figure 3-25.
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Figure 3-25: Simulation results for Transition #4.

The data in Figure 3-25 shows no appreciable improvement in the reflection coefficient 

over the 20 to 40 GHz band. It is probable that because it was necessary to make the two 

series stubs so narrow, and thus make the impedance of the stubs greater, then taking the 

two stubs in parallel produced a combined impedance that was not much less than the 

impedance with a single series stub. The CPW slots for the series stubs were made as 

small as possible to reduce the characteristic impedance of each stub, however physical 

limitations of the fabrication process prevented further design improvement.
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3.2.8 Coupler #4 design:

The Transition #4 design was implemented as a coupler, shown in Figure 3-26.

P2

p i
Figure 3-26: Coupler #4

Data for Coupler #4 is given in Figure 3-27.
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Figure 3-27: Simulation results for Coupler #4.

Figure 3-27 shows that Coupler #4 performs poorly in simulation. It is noted also that the 

performance is worse than predicted by the transition design alone. It is likely that the 

combination of the two stubs creates an impedance mismatch that is exacerbated by the 

transfer characteristics of the three-port T-junction. There is a clear difference between 

the results for Port 2 and for Port 3, which is difficult to explain, as the two sides of the 

coupler are symmetric. The only difference between either ports is the direction of the 

field entering the series stubs. It is therefore likely that the parallel series stubs have 

different impedance characteristics based on the orientation of the field.
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3.3.1 Final Transition Design:

For the fifth and final transition design, a novel approach of combining a series 

microstrip stub coupled to the coplanar circuit was proposed. The idea stems from the 

fact that if a microstrip line could be produced using the normal metallization layer [IN] 

and another metal layer below it [BE], the characteristic impedance of the series stub 

could be made very low since 1) the layers are so close together -  0.950 pm, and 2) the 

width of the microstrip line could be increased. Both of these variables help to increase 

the distributed capacitance of the line, which in turn lowers the characteristic impedance

of the line, since Z 0 = where L and C are the distributed inductance and capacitance

The two metallization layers chosen were the [IN] layer (top) and the [BE] layer (bottom) 

which are separated by 800 nm of S,C>2 (er = 5) and 150 run of S is ^  (sr = 6 .8 ). The 

optimal length and width of the microstrip stub to set the resonance point to 30 GHz was 

found theoretically and tuned through simulation. The Figure 3-28 shows the optimized 

final transition.

of the line.
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Figure 3-28: Final Transition

The length of the series microstrip stub in the above figure is 800 pm, while its width is 

w = 20 pm. The simulation data for the final transition is given in Figure 3-29 for 20 

GHz to 40 GHz.
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Figure 3-29: Simulation results for Final Transition.

The most notable observation in the data of Figure 3-29 is the dramatic improvement in 

bandwidth over previous transition designs. The -10 dB bandwidth extends from 20 GHz 

to 40 GHz and appears to continue below 20 GHz. This represents a bandwidth for the 

transition of at least 20 GHz, or 50%.

To explain the improvement in performance, standard equations for calculating Z0 of a 

microstrip line are found in [10, p. 162], In [10] there are actually two equations -  one for 

when w/d > 1 , and one for w/d < 1 , where w/d is the ratio of strip width to substrate 

thickness.
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For the series microstrip stub in the final transition: 

w 20 fjm
d 0.950//m 

[10]:

21.053, Which is > 1 and therefore the equation for Z0 is as follows

1 2 0 tzt

w
d

+ 1.393+ 0.677 In
w
h

+ 1.444
(3-6)

Where se is the effective dielectric constant of a microstrip line, and is defined as [10]

s , +1 £„ -1  1
e .  =  +  ■

2 A + ™
w

Where: - d/w = (21.053)^-1 = 0.0475
- Sr is the relative permittivity of the dielectric material between the strip and the 
ground plane -  in this case the strip [Be layer] is actually below the ground 
plane [IN layer], so the microstrip line is actually inverted. The value of Sr is 
not a straightforward quantity for the OMMIC™ layers, since there are actually 
two dielectric layers between the [IN] and [BE] layers. In this case, 8r was 
taken to be the weighted average of the sr’s for each dielectric, as follows:

For Si02 (sr = 5) and SNU (er = 6 .8 ) 

800nmf
£. =

... 150nm ,,  0. . .(5) + -------------------- (6 .8 ) = 5.3
%00nm + \50nmSOOnm + 150 r/h,

Therefore the effective dielectric constant, se, is estimated to be,

2  2  J l  + —  (0.0475)
V w

Finally, Z0 is calculated as:
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Z =  r    —  = 6.97Q * 7Q
a/4.866[2 1.053 +1.393 + 0.667 ln(21.053 +1.444)]

The above result shows that indeed the series stub has very low impedance. As a check, 

the stub can be view as being a parallel plate waveguide rather than a microstrip line 

since the ground plane is really just the narrow patch of [IN] layer in the center of the 

CPW waveguide. The characteristic impedance for a parallel plate waveguide is [10, 

p.113],

Z . - &  (3-7)
w

Where 77 = J — = \— °  = 163.64
U  i ( 5 . 3 ) s 0

d = 0.950 pm 
w = 2 0  pm

Therefore,

Z0 = (163.64)f— 1 = 7.773Q  
v \  20

This result is reasonably close to the one found using the equation for microstrip lines, so 

it can be reasonably concluded that the real Z0 would lie somewhere between 7Q and 8 Q.

Such a low series stub impedance, has effectively achieved close to the ideal scenario 

described in previous theory, meaning that creating a series stub as close to 0  Q as 

possible extended the bandwidth over which the stub helps to eliminate the complex 

terms in the equation for Zs, as predicted by equation 3-5.
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To illustrate the effect of the series microstrip stub, the final transition was re-simulated 

without the series stub. This new transition was named transition # 6  and is illustrated in 

Figure 3-30.

■

? 1  P2

s i

Figure 3-30: Final transition without series microstrip stub -  transition #6.

The results for the simulation of transition #6 are in Figure 3-31.
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Figure 3-31: Simulation results for Transition #6.

The above results clearly show the degradation in the reflection coefficient below the 

main resonant point at 31.5 GHz, as compared to the transition with the series microstrip 

stub. This strongly supports the theory that explained how the series stub increases 

bandwidth in the transition design.
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3.3.2 Final Coupler Design:

The performance of the final transition design is impressive, but will the same hold for 

the coupler design using the same methods? Recall that because the coupler is a non

reciprocal, lossless, three-port device with no isolation between the ports, it is expected 

that the match of the output ports to deteriorate slightly from the original transition 

design. Figure 3-32 shows the final coupler design.

• P3

PI

Figure 3-32: Final Coupler
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The data for the final coupler is given in Figure 3-33.

£
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w
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(d)Legend:

Thin line -  Port 2 
Thick line -  Port 3

Figure 3-33: Simulation results for Final Coupler.

The final coupler was simulated from 0 to 40 GHz to show where the lower cutoff 

frequency lies. In the results of Figure 3-33 note some degradation in the return losses at 

the output, as compared to the transition design, due to lack of isolation between the 

output ports, however the performance is still substantially better than all previous 

iterations. The -10 dB bandwidth for this fifth and final coupler design is 17 GHz, or 

42%, which puts this coupler in contention with other broadband planar couplers. There 

are several distinct advantages that the new coupler has over its predecessors, which are 

listed below and will be highlighted in the next chapter where the coupler is integrated in 

a single-balanced mixer.
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One last note about the final coupler is the very flat curve of the phase difference between 

port 2 and port 3. The change in the phase difference is now less than 1° over the 17 

GHz, which is excellent. This should guarantee good isolation between input signals 

over the overall bandwidth, as will be demonstrated in the mixer design in the next 

chapter.

The following list summarizes the advantages of the new coupler:

o Easy to design

o Provides a 180° phase split: Better for mixer applications for reasons 
discussed in [11, p.269].

o Broadband: Return loss bandwidth is quite large, while the phase 
balance beats all other 180° couplers.

o Can be an efficient user of space: Independent output paths mean the 
coupler can be put anywhere in the layout. This allows a measure of 
flexibility, which aids efficient layout. Also, with only a small penalty 
in performance, the ring slotline stubs can be replaced with regular 
slotline stubs that follow the outputs of the T-junction, which would 
make the circuit even more compact.
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The new coupler is compared below in Table 3-1 with the ideal couplers discussed in 

chapter 2 .

Table 3-1: Comparison of simulated performance of 
new coupler with ideal couplers in the 20 GHz to 40 
GHz band.

IMiiiiMlBi
lli 'niiclilinc
C o u p l e r

8  GHz 10 GHz

l l \  b r id -R ing  
■ C o u p l e r

i 12 GHz 5 GHz

Coup led -L ine
C o u p l e r

14 GHz (* Large)

: New C o u p le r 17 GHz (* Large)

*Large in this case means covering at least 80% of the 
bandwidth.

Table 3-1 shows that the simulated results for the new coupler are a significant 

improvement to the results of the other couplers. Compared to the Hybrid-Ring, the only 

other coupler that provides a 180° phase split, the new coupler improves return loss 

bandwidth by 41 %. The new coupler also improves the phase balance bandwidth by 

800%, when compared to the Hybrid-Ring coupler.

The next 2 chapters describe how the new coupler could be used in a single-balanced 

mixer, as well as providing experimental validation of the design from a real fabricated 

coupler and mixer.
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CHAPTER 4: NEW COUPLER USED IN BASIC MIXER

In the previous chapter, the design of a novel coupler incorporating coplanar structures, 

slotline structures, and microstrip structures was discussed. However the true litmus test 

of a new coupler would be to demonstrate how the coupler might be used in a real circuit. 

Therefore this chapter describes the design of a single-balanced, down-converting, diode 

mixer using the new coupler. There are three types of mixers: 1) single-device mixers,

2) singly-balanced mixers, and 3) doubly balanced mixers [11]. The reason for choosing 

to design a single balanced mixer is it would require a coupler, which is essential and 

negates the design of a single-device mixer, but is less complex than a doubly-balanced 

mixer.

4.1 Mixer topologies using various types of couplers

Before introducing the new coupler in a mixer, it is instructive to look at some other 

types of couplers as they are used in mixers. The following paragraphs discuss different 

topologies of mixers using some other common couplers.
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4.1.1 Rat-Race or Ring-Hybrid:

The basic topology of a single-balanced mixer using a hybrid-ring coupler, or rat-race is 

given in Figure 4-1.

L®

Figure 4-1: Rat-Race mixer topology [17].

In Figure 4-1, we see that the LO input signal enters port 1 and is split between ports 2 

and 4. Since there is a 0.5 X difference in the length from port 1 between the two ports, 

the LO signal will be split into two output signals with an 180° phase shift. The RF input 

signal enters port 3 and is split evenly with no phase shift between ports 2 and 4. As 

discussed in chapter 2 , it is a property of the rat-race hybrid that the input signal at any 

port will be split between two ports, while the fourth port is isolated. Thus the RF and 

LO ports are effectively isolated from one another. Up to -43 dB of isolation between the 

RF and LO ports was achieved in [17]. To extract the IF signal, a circuit serving both as 

a matching circuit at the IF frequency and as a filter to isolate the output from the RF and 

LO signal leakage (especially the LO signal, which has much higher power) was used. 

LO-IF isolation of -20 dB was achieved using this circuit [17].
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The advantages of the hybrid-ring mixer include ease of design, as the hybrid-ring is a 

well-proven circuit element used quite commonly in mixers. High isolation between the 

LO and RF ports, which translates into better balance and conversion gain by making the 

mixing more efficient, is another advantage. Disadvantages of using the ring-hybrid 

include its narrowband nature. Frequency dependence of the dimensions can make size a 

problem at lower frequencies. Another disadvantage is that the ring-hybrid is more 

difficult to implement using coplanar waveguides, though it can be done using finite- 

ground-plane coplanar techniques [18]. Because of the frequency dependence of the 

structure, the hybrid-ring is typically not considered to be a broadband coupler, however 

techniques like those given in [18] that use a phase inverter can make the hybrid-ring 

broadband.

4.1.2 Branchline coupler:

The branchline coupler is a quadrature coupler, meaning the phase difference between the 

output ports is 90°. A Figure of this coupler is given below.

K ljurt 7.14 Single-scction braocti-Unfi hybrid.

Figure 4-2: Branchline Coupler [11, p.253].
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The single-balanced mixer topology using a branchline coupler found in most papers -  

i.e. [19], [20], and [21] -  is essentially the textbook topology of a balanced mixer using 

an ideal quadrature coupler, shown in the Figure below.

In [19] there are three different branchline coupler mixer topologies. In the “general 

type” mixer the LO-RF isolation is 8.2 dB. The isolation between the RF and LO comes 

only from the branchline coupler, whereas the LO/RF-IF isolation is due only to the 

output filter. The LO-IF isolation is 11 dB, and the RF-IF isolation is 13 dB.

Mixers that are designed based on the topology discussed here using a quadrature coupler 

have the property of being unilateral, which means that a down-converter cannot be used 

as an up-converter and vice-versa; an advantage in some applications [11, p. 269]. The 

disadvantages, however, include narrow bandwidth due to the dependence of the 

dimensions of the branchline coupler on wavelength, like the ring-hybrid. Size is also an 

issue, as at lower frequencies the dimensions of the branchline coupler become 

impractical. The port-to-port isolation in a quadrature coupler is equal to the input return 

loss seen looking into the two diodes, which is very limiting; leading to poor RF-to-LO 

isolation [11, p. 268], Finally, poor return loss at either the RF or LO port unbalances the

LPF — 0  F

Figure 4-3: Branchline Mixer [11, p.260].
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mixer, causing an increase in conversion loss [ l i p .  268]. Mixers using quadrature 

couplers are typically unpopular because of these limitations.

4.1.3 Marchand Baiun and Parallel-Line Baiuns:

The Parallel-Line balun and Marchand balun are in the same family of baluns; the 

Marchand balun is simply a parallel-line balun that has a stub in series with the load that 

gives some good properties to the balun. The typical mixer topology involving Marchand 

or parallel-line baluns can be extracted from [2 2 ].

Figure 4-4: Mixer topology using parallel-line baluns [22].

In Figure 4-4, which was extracted from [22], the mixer is double-balanced, so there are 

actually 2 baluns and 4 diodes. The baluns in Figure 4-4 are parallel line, however the 

paper describes how the same topology can be implemented using Marchand baluns. A 

mixer implemented using the above topology with Marchand baluns achieved RF-LO 

isolation of greater than 30 dB and an RF-IF isolation of greater than 20 dB over 12 GHz. 

Conversion losses of around 6  dB over 12 GHz indicate this is a very efficient planar 

mixer with a wide bandwidth, due mostly to the properties of the 2 Marchand baluns. 

Parallel-line baluns are often narrowband due to low even-mode impedance (Zoe) [11, 

p.258] and because they have only one resonance point. The series stub in the Marchand
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improves bandwidth by adding a second resonance point, as well as increasing the even

mode impedance, Zoe, because the load sees two high-impedance 0.25 X stubs in series 

when excited by even-mode currents [11, p. 259].

4.1.4 Mixer topology and layout using new coupler

The mixer topology used to incorporate the new coupler is illustrated in Figure 4-5 

below, along with the final layout in Figure 4-6.

T-junction

EF

LO

Low-pass
filter

Novel
Coupler

Figure 4-5: Mixer topology including new coupler.
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Novel Coupler

LO
(d)

RF

(b)

Diode

|*»

m

(e)

•(g)

©

(c)

IF

Figure 4-6: Fnal layout using new coupler.
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From Figure 4-5, we note the essential components of the topology are:

o The new coupler, which splits the LO power into output signals separated by 
180° of phase shift.

o The diodes, which are placed in the ring created by the new coupler and a T- 
junction.

o The T-junction, which supplies the RF signal, as well as extracts the IF signal, 
o A high-pass filter blocking IF signal from interfering with the RF port, 
o A low-pass filter blocking the RF signal from interfering with the IF port, 
o Matching circuitry (not shown in topology).

In Figure 4-6 the layout has been segmented into the major components. These are:

(a) RF matching structures
(b) Diode matching structures
(c) IF matching structures
(d) LO matching capacitor
(e) High-pass filter
(f) Low-pass filter
(g) Double T-junction

The advantages that the new coupler lends in the above topology are the fact that the 

coupler is simple to design and the outputs of the coupler are essentially independent so 

long as the electrical length between the output ports are such that the 180° phase shift is 

maintained. The physical characteristics of the coupler, with its independent output 

tracks and straightforward manipulation of the outputs ports, make it an efficient user of 

space, while other couplers, like the ring-hybrid and branchline coupler, can leave a large 

footprint of unusable circuit space in the center. Finally, the inherent phase balance of 

the coupler is helpful in ensuring efficient mixing in the two diodes. In fact, the 

characteristic of inherent phase balance of the novel coupler makes it possible to design a 

mixer with a large frequency spread -  i.e. 5 GHz -  between the LO and RF frequencies.
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A mixer with a frequency spread of 5 GHz could be used to down-convert a 28 GHz 

LMDS channel directly to a 5 GHz unlicensed band used by 802.1 la  equipment, creating 

a combined wireless backhaul network (LMDS) and wireless subscriber local area 

network (802.1 la). It is difficult if not impossible to design efficient mixers with large 

frequency spreads using ring hybrid couplers, branchline hybrid couplers, coupled line 

baluns, or Marchand baluns. For each of these other couplers, the phase balance is linked 

to the electrical dimensions of the structure, which are dependant on frequency.

Therefore if these other couplers are designed to have an excellent phase balance at the 

LO frequency (for example), the phase balance at the RF frequency is doomed to be poor. 

This severely limits the amount of frequency-spread possible.

Simulation results can be found at the end of this chapter, however it is useful to note that 

the topology yields simulated LO-RF isolation of 33.4 dB (provided by the coupler and 

the high-pass filter at the RF port), RF-LO isolation of 28 dB (provided by the coupler 

only). One major advantage of the new coupler as used in the mixer topology is the fact 

that the simulated LO to IF isolation is 73.0 dB (due to the coupler and the low-pass 

filter), a rare quality for a mixer to have. Typically there is only a filter isolating the IF 

port from the powerful LO signals, however because of the new coupler the signals 

arriving at the T-junction are 180° apart, attenuating the LO signal before the signal 

arrives at the low-pass filter, which further reduces the LO signal. Finally the simulated 

RF to IF isolation is 55.1 dB.
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The disadvantages of applying the new coupler in the above mixer topology are the fact 

that it is impossible to perfectly match the three ports of a loss-less, reciprocal 3-port 

network [16], and the fact that while the bandwidth of the coupler may be wide, the 

bandwidth of the mixer is limited by the filters and matching networks.

4.2 Details of Mixer Design Using the New Coupler

4.2.1 Diode Selection and Sizing:

The single balanced mixer design began with a test circuit incorporating the new coupler 

that was designed for this thesis along with two diodes from the OMMIC™ ED02AH 

library. Figure 4-6 of this test circuit is shown below.
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Figure 4-7: Test circuit with new coupler and diodes from the 
OMMIC™ ED 02AH  library.
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The test circuit in Figure 4-6 has an ideal power splitter, which is simply a 0 degree phase 

shift coupler for delivering the RF signal to the diodes and extracting the IF signal. There 

is also an ideal low-pass filter going to the IF port. Finally, a pair of inductors with very 

large inductances are used as ideal IF grounds. The circuit in Figure 4-6 above was put 

together simply to prove that the configuration using the new coupler could deliver the 

LO and RF power to the diodes for mixing, as well as be able to extract the IF. This 

circuit was also used to sweep the values of LO power and the diode characteristics to 

produce the most efficient mixing.

The diodes selected from the OMMIC™ ED02AH library were the diodes called ‘GM’ 

diodes in the OMMIC™ documentation [23], The ‘GM’ diodes are P-HEMT diodes, 

where HEMT stands for High Electron Mobility Transistors. In OMMIC™’s proprietary 

fabrication process, a GaAs HEMT is fabricated with a thin layer of undoped InGaAs, 

which is a material with very high electron mobility and saturation velocity. This 

property gives HEMTs better gain (in transistors) and noise characteristics, as well as a 

faster switching response. Also the transconductance of a HEMT diode rises more 

sharply with increasing gate voltage than a typical diode without the InGaAs layer, and 

has a distinct peak [11, p.71]. This suggests that HEMTs are more strongly nonlinear, 

which is ideal for mixers. More nonlinearity means less LO power is needed to achieve 

efficient mixing, which translates to lower conversion loss.

The ‘GM’ diodes are also characterized as Schottky-barrier devices. Schottky diodes are 

fabricated by depositing metal directly on a semiconductor, rather than using two doped
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semiconductor materials to produce a PN junction. The Schottky diode is a majority 

carrier device, unlike a PN junction, which is a minority carrier device. Therefore the 

Schottky diode has faster switching speed than a PN junction diode, since minority 

carrier devices suffer from some effects that slow switching [11, p. 11], Finally, Schottky 

diodes are easier to manufacture with a high degree of consistency [12, p.41]. Due to 

these advantages, Schottky diodes are universal in high frequency circuits.

The mixer test circuit in Figure 4-7 above was put into a harmonic balance test-bench, 

which is shown in the Figure 4-8 below:
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Figure 4-8: Harmonic Balance Test-Bench.

Harmomc balance simulations are simulations where the effects of multiple frequency

sources on a circuit are modeled, whether these frequency sources come from direct input
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or through the creation of harmonics from nonlinear elements in the circuit. In Figure 4-8 

there are two direct input frequency sources -  one at the RF port, and one at the LO port. 

The two current sources at the IF port exist purely for injecting power for measuring 

return loss and isolation at that port, and are not directly involved in the mixing process.

For the harmonic balance simulation, the RF source was given an order of 3, while the 

LO source was given an order of 11. The order represents the depth of harmonics, or 

spectral resolution, used in the simulation. The higher the order set, the more accurate 

the simulations will be, but the time it takes for the simulations to converge will increase 

as a consequence. The order of the RF and LO sources were default settings for the 

example mixer test-bench supplied by the ADS™  software, but this is also intuitive in the 

sense that because the LO power is very high, its harmonics will have the most effect on 

the diodes and, as a consequence, on the frequency response of the mixer. So it makes 

sense that one would want a higher resolution in modeling the LO harmonics than the RF 

harmonics. The first simulation was to sweep the LO power to see which input power 

provided the highest conversion gain, where conversion gain is defined as: 

p
Gc = -AA  Where Prf is the RF input power, and Pjf is the IF output power.

Prf

It is clear that in the above definition the LO input power does not play a direct role in the 

calculation of conversion gain, however the level of LO input power does impact the 

conversion gain directly, as shown in the graph of conversion gain versus input LO 

power given in Figure 4-9 below.
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Conversion Gain vs LO power in dBm
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Figure 4-9: Conversion Gain versus Input LO Power.

Since this is a diode mixer, a conversion loss is measured as opposed to a conversion 

gain, since diodes do not provide current or voltage gain like transistors do. From Figure 

4-9 we see that the minimum conversion loss of 32 dB occurs for an input LO power of 9 

dBm. It is important to note that the very poor value of 32 dB of conversion loss is due 

to the fact that no work had been done on matching at this point.

The reason there exists an optimum operating point for the input LO power is because 

there is a relationship of maximum non-linearity to LO power in the I-V curve of the 

diode. Too little LO power, and the peak voltage swing is not yet saturating the diode 

enough, so there isn’t enough power transferred to the harmonics for mixing. Too much 

LO power and the signal is oscillating mostly in the linear region of the diode, meaning 

that little distortion to the envelope of the LO signal exists. Between these two limits, an
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ideal point exists for maximum conversion efficiency. The I-V curve for the ‘GM’ 

diodes used in the simulation is given in Figure 4-10 below.

V-l curve for the 'GM' diodes in the ED02AH library
100

8 0 -
<
E

4 0 -3o

0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.01 .2 1.41 .6 1.8 2.0

Voltage (V)

Figure 4-10: V-I curve for the ‘GM’ diodes used in the mixer test circuit.

From Figure 4-10, observe that the comer voltage for this diode is 0.9 V. The comer 

voltage is the center of the most nonlinear part of the I-V curve. Therefore the optimum 

input LO power will be such that the LO waveform will oscillate about the 0.9 V comer 

voltage, which from Figure 4-9 above occurs when the LO power is 9 dBm.

The RF input power was also swept in order to make sure that an appropriate input power 

was selected such as not to be in the saturation region. The saturation region occurs for 

the RF input power because initially most of the power is delivered to the fundamental 

frequency for mixing, but as power increases, the signal is compressed by nonlinearity in 

the diodes causing an increase in the power delivered to the third harmonic [24], 

Eventually, at some RF input power the power in the third harmonic, because it increases 

by the square, will overtake the power in the fundamental frequency. The point where
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the power in the third harmonic overtakes the power in the fundamental frequency is 

named the third order intercept point [24], and the consequence of this increase in power 

to the third harmonic means less and less power is left in the fundamental tone for 

mixing. This leads to an eventual drop in the conversion gain.

Figure 4-11 shows the result of sweeping RF input power.

Conversion Gain vs RF input power in dBm
-32.5 

j |  -33.0- 
£  -33.5-
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CD -34.0-
.2 -34.5- 
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-36.0—| i | i | > | ' | i | 1 I 1 I 1 I 1 I 1 I 1 
-16 -14 -12 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6

RF input power (dBm)

Figure 4-11: Conversion Gain versus RF input power.

As Figure 4-11 shows, an RF power of up to -7  dBm can be selected without suffering 

increased conversion loss of more than 1 dB. For the remainder of simulations, an RF 

input power o f-15 dBm was used.

Next, the number and length of the gate fingers in the diode were swept to find the 

optimal diode physical characteristics for mixing. The Figure 4-12 below shows the 

effect on conversion gain of sweeping the gate finger length from 17 to 28 pm.

m5 m5
P_RF=-7.000 
interp(ConvGainDown,,,0.05)=-33.18S
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Comersion Gain vs Diode Gate Length
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Figure 4-12: Conversion gain versus finger length.

Figure 4-12 clearly shows that a minimum conversion loss o f-29.71 dB exists for a gate 

finger length of 23 (am. Setting the gate finger length to 23 pm and now sweeping the 

number of fingers in the diode gate, the following figure is produced.

Conversion Gain vs Number of Gate Fingers
-20

rr
S  -30-1

>2 r
r i

'(0 -40— 
CD

O
*w

c:
O

m2
mixer_test2.num= 2.000 
ConvGainDown=-29.711

2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0

Number of fingers (n)

5.5 6.0

Figure 4-13: Conversion gain versus number of fingers.
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Note that the number of diode fingers must be a multiple of 2 and can only go from 2 to 

6. Therefore there are only three data points in the above graph, along with a trend line. 

It is clear from Figure 4-13 that the minimum conversion loss occurs for the lowest 

number of fingers — which is 2.

The reasons for the behavior of the mixer with varying diode characteristics can be 

explained by observing the equivalent model of the OMMIC™ ED02AH ‘GM’ diode, 

which is shown in Figure 4-14 below.

A discussion on conversion gain, as it relates to the elements of the equivalent circuit in 

Figure 4-14, lends insight into the observed simulation behavior. The ideal conversion 

loss is 3 dB due to the fact that only one of the sidebands is extracted in a single-sideband 

mixer, so half the power is lost in the image sideband that is discarded. One expression 

for the degradation in conversion-loss from the ideal is as follows [25, p.319].

O

R,

Figure 4-14: Equivalent circuit of ‘GM’ diode [25, p.318].
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Degradation at the RF frequency:

<5,=1 + V  +V*(”’C,<7 (4-»/  dr

Where:- Rs is the diode series resistance
- I'd,- is the nonlinear junction resistance at the R F  frequency illustrated as R j  in 

Figure 4-14 above.
- w is the angular RF frequency.
- Cjo is the variable capacitor in Figure 4-14 above.

It can be extracted from equation 4-1 that there is an optimum size for the diode for a 

given frequency. This is because “the relationship between Rs and Cjo for any diode 

geometry is inversely related; that is, as the junction area is reduced so that Cjo can be 

minimized, Rs increases.” [26, p.531] This correlates with the observed maxima seen in 

Figure 4-12 above when sweeping diode gate dimensions.

4.2.2 Matching:

Having found the initial dimensions of the diodes and LO input power, explorations into 

how to match the junctions in the mixer circuit can begin. The important junctions of the 

mixer circuit are:

o Input from LO port into the coupler, (refer to Figure 4-6(d))
o Input from the RF port into the T-Junction, (refer to Figure 4-6(a))
o Output to IF port from T-junction (refer to Figure 4-6(c))
o Junction between both coupler outputs and the two diodes, (refer to

Figure 4-6(b))
o Junction between outputs of T-junction and the two diodes, (refer to 

Figure 4-6(b))
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A number of tools and strategies were used in matching, which include:

i. Using non-invasive dual power samplers to give reflection and impedance at 
all junctions in the layout.

Dual power samplers are the boxes labeled PowerSampler in Figure 4-6.

They are directional measuring elements that measure the power that enters 

the box, the power that is reflected, and the power that is transmitted, all at a 

specific frequency. They are used for matching internal circuit structures by 

yielding reflection and transmission loss that otherwise could not be obtained 

using a port, since port terminations cannot be used internally in a circuit 

simulation. They are ‘invisible’ to the circuit -  i.e. they do not impact how 

the circuit functions in simulation.

ii. Using test circuits to create a perfect match for the conjugate o f the measured 
input impedance -A typically with ideal lumped elements that are later 
exchanged for real circuit elements in the final layout. This matching circuit 
was then re-introduced to the mixer circuit directly. (Applied to ports: LO, 
RF, and IF)

Refer to [10] for information on extracting the measured input impedance 

from a Smith Chart, and designing conjugate matching circuits using ideal 

lumped elements. Refer to Figure 4-6(a), (b), (c), and (d) for the sections 

highlighting the fabricated lumped capacitors and inductors that were 

translated from ideal elements.
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iii. Using lengths o f transmission line that have different characteristic 
impedances in order to transform the impedance (inner ring o f mixer).

Reference [10, p.83] explains the concept of the quarter wavelength 

transformer. Essentially, if one wishes to match a section of transmission line 

at a lower impedance (say 50 Q) to a section of transmission line with a 

higher impedance (say 100 Q), one needs a quarter-wavelength long line that 

has an intermediate impedance defined as

Zte = ^ Z ,Z 2 = a/50 *100 = 70.71Q

As shown, a transformer line impedance of 70.71 Q is required to match a 50 

Q line to a 100 Q line. This matching concept is visible in Figure 4-6(a) and 

(b), where a thin line with a high impedance was used to match the RF port 

and to match the diodes to the T-junction.

iv. Parameter tweaking: by using ideal matching elements that are thought to aid 
matching, parameters are adjusted and the results are observed on a Smith 
Chart. Establishing trends, parameters are changed to get the best possible 
reflection coefficients.

This trial and error method was necessary for optimization for part of the 

design because of the fact that one is trying to match a linear, loss-less, 

reciprocal, 3-port network with no isolation between output ports, where a 

perfect match is impossible [16], This makes the matching process for the 

inner ring of the mixer, the transmission line loop containing the diodes,
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unpredictable, as there was not a closed-form solution for generating the 

matching networks for the mixer. The lumped capacitor and high impedance 

line in Figure 4-6(b) constitute the matching structures partially derived from 

this technique.

v. Use o f shunt short and open circuit stubs to create resonant matching 
structures.

These were initially used to match the internal junctions between the coupler 

and the diodes of the mixer, however this was problematic because of the 

difficulty in matching a 3-port network as discussed previously; designing and 

simulating the structures with stubs takes a long time, which was compounded 

by the fact that the matching process required many iterations. In the end 

more energy was delivered to the diodes by laying out transmission lines of 

varying impedance directly to the diodes.

Figure 4-15 illustrates the final matching structures used in the mixer, and are matched to 

the segments in Figure 4-6 seen previously.
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(a) (b)

Figure 4-15: a) matching circuit at RF port, b) matching circuits at the 
diodes, c) matching circuit at the IF port, and d) matching shunt 
capacitor at LO port.

Figure 4-15(a) above shows the matching circuit at the RF input port of the mixer. It 

consists of a shunt capacitor and a narrow, impedance-transforming piece of transmission 

line. The high-impedance transmission line is not quite a quarter-wavelength long, 

however it serves the purpose of shifting the impedance clockwise on the Smith Chart to 

a position where a shunt capacitor of reasonable size brings the impedance very close to 

50 Q. If one refers to Figure 4-7, one will find a number of boxes in the schematic 

dubbed “PowerSampler”. Each of these boxes is named, GammaLO at the LO port for 

example, and represents a point in the mixer where reflection coefficients were measured 

during the matching process. Figure 4-16 below shows a Smith Chart plotting all the 

matching points of interest in the mixer, with G am m aRFl representing the point that
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shows the effectiveness of the RF input matching circuit with a simulated return loss of 

-27.25 dB, recorded in Table 4-1 below.

Figure 4-15(b) above shows the matching structures used inside the diode ring to transfer 

maximum power to the diodes. The structures consist of a shunt capacitor and a length of 

high-impedance transmission line. The difficulty for the matching inside the diode loop 

is that the matching must work in one direction at the LO frequency, while also being a 

good match for the RF frequency in the other direction. It is often the case that the 

matching at the RF frequency is sacrificed somewhat for a better match at the LO 

frequency. This is logical since it is the high-powered LO signal that essentially drives 

the diodes and contributes most to mixer conversion gain. In the Smith Chart of Figure 

4-16 below, the compromise between LO and RF frequency matching in the diode ring 

is illustrated. The points Gamma_LO_2 and Gamma_LO_3 just up and to the left of the 

center of the Smith Chart show the LO match, at better than -12 dB of return loss in 

simulation, while the RF match, the points Gamma_RF and Gamma_RF2, is far down 

and to the right on the Smith Chart with a terrible return loss o f-3  dB. It is this 

compromise on matching that yielded the best conversion gain in the mixer. It is 

important to separate the LO and RF matching done within the diode ring, and the LO 

and RF matching done at the LO and RF ports. The LO and RF ports are buffered from 

the impedances in the diode ring by the coupler and the T-junction, i.e. for the LO signal 

the circuit beyond the coupler is seen as a virtual ground. Likewise for the RF port, the 

circuit beyond the T-junction is seen as a virtual ground. For this reason it is possible for 

the match seen at the actual ports to be much better than what is seen within the diode
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ring itself, the RF match being a good example with a match of -27.25 dB seen at the RF 

port, however the RF match within the diode ring is -3 dB.

Figure 4-15(c) above shows the matching circuit at the output IF port. It consists of 

lumped components, since distributed components at the IF frequency of 5 GHz would be 

unrealistically large. The IF matching circuit has a series inductor and a shunt capacitor 

that yield a very good simulated match o f-30.65 dB. The IF matching point on the 

Smith Chart in the Figure 4-16 below is named Gamma_IF and lands directly on the 

center of the Smith Chart.

Figure 4-15(d) above shows the final matching circuit found at the input LO port. It is 

simply a small shunt capacitor, since in the end this was all that was needed to move the 

LO match very close to the center of the Smith Chart and yield a simulated return loss of 

-21.54 dB. The point Gamma_LO in the Smith Chart of Figure 4-16 below shows the 

input LO match just above the center of the chart.
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Figure Legend:

Gamma RF

Gamma RF1

Gamma LO 2

Gamma LO 3

Gamma IF

Figure 4-16: Smith Chart of matching in mixer

Finally, table 4-1 summarizes the final simulated reflection coefficients at the three ports

of the mixer.

Table 4-1: Reflection coefficients at the LO, RF, and IF ports.

Port Reflection 
Coefficient (dB)

RF port (frequency = 35 GHz) -27.25

LO port (frequency = 30 GHz) -21.54

IF port (frequency = 5 GHz) -30.65

4.2.3 Filters:

While isolation is implicit in between the LO and RF ports, or the LO and IF ports, due to 

the coupler, the same is not true for the isolation between the RF and IF ports. Thus 

some form of filtering was necessary at both ports. A high-pass filter was designed for
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the RF port, and a low-pass filter was designed for the IF port. The Figure 4-17 below 

shows the high-pass filter used at the RF port.

Figure 4-17: High-pass filter.

Refer to Figure 4-6(e) to show where the high-pass filter is situated in the circuit. Note 

that the real stub is 995 pm long, which is too long to see the profile of the series stub, 

therefore it has been shrunk for Figure 4-17. From the above Figure we see clearly that 

the filter is simply a series open stub that is a quarter-wavelength tuned to allow 35 GHz 

to pass. The simulated S-parameters for the above HPF are given below.
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Figure 4-18: Simulated s-parameter results for high-pass filter.

In Figure 4-18, the transmission coefficient at 35 GHz (the RF channel) is -  0.95 dB, 

meaning that the filter allows the RF channel to pass with less than a 1 dB of 

transmission loss. At the IF frequency of 5 GHz, the transmission coefficient is -12.23 

dB, which is the level of isolation from the IF frequency offered by the filter at the RF 

port.

Similarly, a low-pass filter was created using a series shunt stub that is a quarter 

wavelength again tuned to 35 GHz, this time to attenuate it. Figure 4-19 of the low-pass 

filter is given below.
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Figure 4-19: Low-pass filter.

Refer to Figure 4-6(f) to show where the low-pass filter is situated in the circuit. The 

simulated S-parameters for the low-pass filter are given below:

Reflection Coefficient■o

-Transmission Coefficient

-15

O) -20

-25

5 10 15 25 30 35 400 20

Frequency (GHz)

Figure 4-20: Simulated s-parameter results for low-pass filter.

In Figure 4-20, the transmission coefficient at 5 GHz (the IF channel) is -  0.83 dB, 

meaning that the filter allows the IF channel to pass with less than a 1 dB of transmission
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loss. At the RF frequency of 35 GHz, the transmission coefficient is -13.57 dB, which is 

the level of isolation from the RF frequency offered by the filter at the IF port.

4.3 Simulation Results

Sections 4.1 and 4.2 of this chapter described the various elements of the single-balanced 

mixer design. The following figures and paragraphs describe the simulated performance 

results of the mixer. Figure 4-21 gives the conversion gain as well as port-to-port 

isolation for the three ports.

Output Down Conversion
Frequency Gain (dB)

5.000GHz -12.701

(a)

PORT-TO-PORT ISOLATION
LO to Output 

isolation (dB)
LO to Input 

isolation (dB)
Input to Output 
isolation (dB)

P L02IF
73.0

P L02RF
33.4

P RF2IF
55.1

(b)
Figure 4-21: (a) conversion gain and (b) port-to-port isolation.

Figure 4-21(a) shows that the mixer actually has a conversion loss, since this is a diode 

mixer, of 12.7 dB. This level of conversion loss is high, but it is still reasonable for a 

planar mixer, which tend to be lossier than other technologies, such as rectangular 

waveguides. Rectangular waveguide mixers have been developed with conversion losses
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that approach the intrinsic conversion loss limits of the employed Schottky diodes [28]. 

Intrinsic conversion loss can be between 3 and 4 dB, depending on the device and 

frequency of operation [29]. To correlate the simulated conversion loss with theoretical 

estimation, the following calculations were made following the expressions in [27]:

The amount of conversion loss can be summed as follows:

Loss (dB) = Conversion loss + Transformer loss

+ Harmonic losses + Diode losses [27, p. 639] (4-2)

Conversion loss is 3 dB, in the ideal case, and represents the power lost in the image 

frequency during filtering, since only one of the sideband frequencies is extracted in a 

single-sideband (SSB) mixer. Transformer loss represents the power lost in the coupler 

of the balanced mixer, and is measured to be 5 dB from the simulated S21 of the final 

coupler design from Figure 3-33 of chapter 3. Harmonic losses represent the power lost 

in producing the various n-order harmonics that are not used in the mixing process, and is 

estimated here by rule of thumb to total 1 dB. Diode losses represent the losses in the 

series Rs resistor of the diode model of Figure 4-14 in section 4.2.1 of this chapter, and 

can be estimated as follows [27, p.640]:

j  r (at>\ 1 50 + (2xRs )Diode_Loss{dB) -  log10 ------------— = log
50

^50 +(2x17.93) A 
50

2.348

Rs was calculated for the above equation to be 17.93 Q for a diode with a gate finger 

width of 23 pm and the number of fingers equal to 2. The exact method for calculating
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Rs is confidential to the process used for design; for more information contact the 

OMMIC™ foundry [23]. The estimate for conversion loss from equation 4-4 is 

therefore:

Loss (dB) = 3 + 5 + 1 + 2.348 = 11.348 dB

This estimation is less than 1 dB from the actual simulated conversion loss of 12.231 dB, 

with the difference easily attributable to line losses, which are not factored into the 

expression.

Figure 4-21(b) shows high levels of isolation, especially between the LO and IF port, 

which is a property unique to this mixer design and is attributed to the topology using the 

novel coupler. The next figure shows the spectrum seen at the IF port from the harmonic 

balance simulation.

ml
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Output Spectrum

S' -30- 
*ô
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p
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“ -120-
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-150-
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Figure 4-22: Output frequency spectrum
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It is clear from the spectrum in Figure 4-22 that the mixer is effective at coupling more 

power into the IF channel than into any of the given harmonics. Also, the effectiveness 

of the filtering of the LO and RF channels at the output is highlighted by the low levels of 

LO and RF power; both the LO and RF channels are below - 60 dBm. Finally, the 

simulated gain compression for this mixer is given in Figure 4-23.

Gain Compression
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Figure 4-23: Simulated gain compression for mixer design.

The 1-dB compression point for this mixer occurs for an input RF power of 3 dBm. This 

translates to an estimated IIP3 of 18 dBm [24],

The next chapter discusses the results for the fabricated coupler and mixer.
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CHAPTER 5: MEASURED RESULTS

This chapter gives the measured results for the final coupler, the final transition design, 

and the mixer design. All circuits were fabricated using Phillips™ OMMIC ED02AH 

process. Section 5.1 discusses reasons for the discrepancies between measured and 

simulated results, including further simulations using multiple EM modeling software 

packages. Section 5.2 discusses the performance of the mixer and why it did not give the 

results that were expected. Finally, section 5.3 discusses a new layout for the mixer that 

corrects an error in the layout from chapter 4.

5.1 Measured Coupler Results

The fabricated coupler as seen on the wafer is given in Figure 5-1 below:

P2

Figure 5-1: Fabricated Coupler (actual size 2485 pm x 1330 pm).
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The measurement setup was not equipped to measure 3-port S-parameters directly. It 

was therefore necessary to get 2-port S-parameters for all port combinations, while 

terminating the unused port with 50 Q. Following this procedure, the 3-port S- 

parameters were obtained and are given in the figure below.
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Figure 5-2: Measured s-parameters for coupler.

As can be seen in Figure 5-2, the measured S-parameters are superimposed on the 

simulated results obtained from Momentum™. It is clear from the graphs above that the 

pass-band in terms of reflection coefficients at the output ports in the measured results is 

shrunken to 10 GHz, from 14 GHz to 24 GHz, and shifted down in frequency by 6 GHz, 

as compared to the simulation graph. On the other hand, the measured reflection 

coefficient at the input port correlates well with the simulated data and remains below 6 

dB over the output pass-band. Finally, the phase balance remains at 180° within +/- 2°
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from 400 MHz to 33 GHz, a bandwidth of 80 %, which is the major advantage of the 

novel coupler and is the property that one would most like to be able to capitalize on.

For some insight into the differences found in the coupler’s measured results, the 

measurements for just the transition, shown in the figure below, were taken.

Figure 5-3: Transition Die (actual size 2305 pm x 680 pm).
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Legend:
Dashed line -  Measured Results 
Solid line -  Simulated Results

Figure 5-4: Measured s-parameters for transition.
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From the graphs in the above figure, again superimposed on simulated results, it is clear 

that here again are significant differences. Like the coupler, the measured transition 

exhibits poorer return losses of between -  10 dB and -  15 dB, while the simulations 

indicate return losses of better than -20 dB. Also conspicuously absent from the 

measured results is the resonant point at 32 GHz.

The difference between measured and simulated results for both the coupler and 

transition prompted further investigation using simulator tools other than Momentum™ -
m i  r  m i  r

namely Ensemble and Empire . Both Momentum and Ensemble are 2-D 

electromagnetic field modelers that use the method o f moments, which is a mathematical 

algorithm that segments the structure and analyzes the electromagnetic fields for discrete 

edges. Empire, on the other hand, is a 3-D modeler that uses a finite difference time 

domain algorithm.

Figure 5-5 shows the measured results (dashed lines) for the coupler superimposed with 

simulation results from Momentum, Ensemble, and Empire.
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In Figure 5-5 Empire and Momentum appear to outline the range of measured results, 

with Momentum yielding more conservative estimates for reflection and transmission 

coefficients. The Ensemble curves in Figure 5-5 are choppy but seem to agree with the 

trends established by Empire and Momentum. None of the simulation packages mirror 

the measured results well at frequencies greater than about 30 GFlz.

Probing even further, the series microstrip stub was simulated on its own in Momentum, 

Ensemble, and Empire. The series microstrip stub was the structure most suspect in 

causing discontinuity between the measured and simulated results as it was the only
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structure that was not entirely confined to one layer and required coupling from CPW odd 

mode fields to microstrip. The structure has never before been fabricated. Figure 5-6 

shows the layout of the series microstrip stub.

PI i i :  i P2

Figure 5-6: Series Microstrip Stub

In Figure 5-6, the gray are represents the top metallization layer [IN], the white represents 

the CPW slots, and the red or dark gray strips represent structures on the [BE] layer, 

including the series microstrip stub. Figure 5-7 gives the simulated results for the series 

microstrip stub on its own.
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Legend:
Thin line -  Momentum™ 
Circle line -  Ensemble™ 
Thick line -  Empire™

(b)

Figure 5-7: Simulation results for series microstrip stub.

In Figure 5-7, the Momentum and Empire results seem to agree with each other, however 

neither Momentum nor Empire correctly simulate the resonant point at 30 GHz.

Ensemble does show a resonant point at 30 GHz, but the graphs for Ensemble are riddled 

with discontinuities that make it difficult to believe the results.

A last effort to match measured and simulated results for the coupler was made by 

constructing a Styrofoam platform on which the fabricated die could sit. This was done 

to eliminate the potential measurement effects of the metal chuck on which the wafer sits
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during measurements, and which acts as a ground plane. The foam had a hole cut out of 

the middle to create an air gap below the die. The coupler was measured, and the results 

are presented below.
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Figure 5-8: Coupler measurements for air gap with Momentum simulations 
and previous measurements.

The most striking feature in the above results is the missing spike in Figure 5-8(b) in the 

pass-band of the new measurements, leaving the pass-band clean, albeit still shifted down 

in frequency by 6 GHz. Nevertheless, the coupler achieves a -10 dB bandwidth of 14.63 

GHz.
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5.2 Mixer Results

The mixer as it was fabricated on the die is given in Figure 5-9 below

1 1 0

Figure 5-9: Fabricated Mixer

Sources for the RF and LO signal were connected to probes and applied to the RF and 

LO ports on the die. The RF input signal was tuned to 35 GHz with an input power of 

-15 dBm. The LO input signal was tuned to 30 GHz with an input power of + 9 dBm. 

The IF output power measured was -  52.5 dBm, giving a conversion loss of 37.5 dB.

This was significantly lower than the conversion loss of 12.23 dB predicted in simulation, 

so attempts were made to sweep the LO frequency and power to see if  a better conversion 

loss could be achieved. Unfortunately, no better conversion loss could be achieved doing 

this. In order to explain the discrepancy between measured and simulated results, the
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return losses at all the ports were measured, as well as the isolation of each of the ports 

from one another. The results of these measurements are given in tables 5-1 and 5-2 

below.

Table 5-1: Return loss

Port Simulated Measured Error
RF -34.6 dB -12.13 dB 22.47 dB
LO -18 dB -10 dB 8.0 dB
IF -31 dB -8.43 dB 22.57 dB

Table 5-2: Isolation

Port-to-Port Simulated Measured Error
LO ->RF -33.5 dB -34 dB 0.5 dB
L O ->IF -73.1 dB -44 dB 29.1 dB
RF LO -42.47 dB -28 dB 14.47 dB
RF -» IF -55.5 dB -51 dB 4.5 dB
IF -> LO -51.82 dB -52.17 dB 0.35 dB
IF -> RF -18.75 dB -15.67 dB 3.08 dB

A number of things can be observed in table 5-1 above results. First, the measured 

results for return loss in table 5-1 show all three ports differ by large amounts from the 

simulated results. This can largely be explained by the differences in simulated versus 

measured return losses in the coupler discussed in section 5.1 of this chapter. It is not as 

simple as saying that the measured versus simulated return losses in the coupler differed 

by 4 dB at 35 GHz, the RF frequency, therefore the return losses at the RF frequency in 

the mixer should only differ by 4 dB. The facts of section 5.1 pointed to a weakness in 

the simulation tools at predicting the impedance transforming properties of the new 

coupler, therefore it can no longer be assumed that the matching circuits in the fabricated 

mixer should yield results even close to those achieved in simulation. Therefore, a 22.47
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dB difference between simulated and measured return loss for the RF port, for example, 

is not unreasonable. The measured LO and IF port return losses are significantly 

different from the measured results for the same reason. Given this fact, however, a 

22.47 dB difference in measured return loss still only amounts to an increase in insertion 

loss of 1.76 dB, as shown in the calculations below:

Insertion loss (IL) is defined as [10]:

IL = -20 log(l + r )

Where T is the reflection coefficient in decimal form.

Applying the above equation to the return losses of table 5-1 above, we get the following 

new table:

Table 5-3: Insertion Loss

Port Simulated Measured Error
RF - 0.16 dB -1.92 dB 1.76 dB
LO - 1.03 dB - 2.39 dB 1.36 dB
IF - 0.24 dB - 2.79 dB 2.55 dB

When added together the table 5-3 results yield a combined 5.67 dB of additional 

insertion loss in the measured results for all three ports, which is significant but not 

enough to explain the 25.27 dB difference in conversion gain. There is still 19.6 dB 

unaccounted for in the measured conversion gain.
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Next, table 5-2 shows the isolation measurements correlate quite well with the simulated 

results. Even the measured LO -> IF and RF -> LO isolation, which were each very 

different from simulated results, were still very good. The -  44 dB of isolation from port 

LO IF is a very good result, as is the -34 dB of isolation from port LO -> RF and the 

-51 dB of isolation from port RF -> IF. These levels of isolation that block the high LO 

power from interfering with the RF and IF port, as well as preventing the RF power from 

leaking to the IF port, are important for achieving good mixing efficiency.

Thus far the measured levels of return loss and isolation do not explain the poor 

measured conversion gain in the mixer. Closer inspection of the circuit revealed the 

answer.

5.3 New Mixer Layout

If one looks carefully at the layout of the mixer in the Figure 5-9 above, one notices that 

there is actually no path for DC current to flow, therefore there is no real IF ground. The 

coupler, due to its 180 degree phase split characteristic, acts as a virtual IF ground, 

however in order to actually extract the IF signal there must be a complete DC circuit 

between the IF port and ground.

Having discovered the error, a new layout was produced that included a path to ground 

for DC current, illustrated in Figure 5-10.
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Figure 5-10: Mixer with added quarter-wavelength shunt stub highlighted.

In Figure 5-10 above there is a highlighted window showing a short-circuit quarter- 

wavelength shunt stub that is tuned to a frequency mid-way between the LO and RF 

frequencies, which means the stub is seen as an open circuit at the base at these 

frequencies. The effect of this is that the stub has little effect on the circuit at the LO and 

RF frequencies; the LO and RF signals ignore the stub as they pass by it. However, at the 

IF frequency and for DC current, the stub is not invisible. The stub is a direct path to the 

ground plane for a DC current, and acts as a reasonably good ground at the IF frequency.
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The following figure shows the S-parameters from simulations of the shunt stub 

simulated on its own.

0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40

Frequency (GHz)

Transmission coefficient

Reflection coefficient

Figure 5-11: S-parameters for IF ground stub

It is clear in Figure 5-11 above that the LO and RF frequencies pass by the shunt stub 

with little transmission loss, as shown by the low return losses of -23 dB and 

transmission coefficients close to 0 dB at the LO and RF channels. Approaching DC, the 

transmission coefficient drops precipitously to -50 dB, reaching -10 dB at the IF 

frequency. Likewise, the reflection coefficient is close to 0 dB, meaning almost total 

reflection occurs at the IF frequency.

The effectiveness of the IF ground stub is illustrated in the performance of the mixer with 

the ideal inductors removed. The following table yields the simulated reflection 

coefficients at the three ports of the mixer for the new layout.
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Table 5-4: Reflection coefficients at the LO, RF, and IF ports.

Port Reflection 
Coefficient (dB)

RF port (frequency =35 GHz) -27.47

LO port (frequency =30 GHz) -22.91

IF port (frequency = 5 GHz) -51.59

Table5-4 above as compared to table 4-1 from chapter 4 indicates that little to no change 

occurred for the RF and LO port reflection coefficients, while the IF port actually 

improved in reflection coefficient by better than 20 dB. The improvement in the IF 

reflection coefficient contributes to a small improvement of the conversion gain as seen 

in the figure below.

Output Down Conversion
Frequency Gain (dB)

5.000GHz -12.231

(a)

PORT-TO-PORT ISOLATION
LO to O utput 

isolation (dB)
LO to Input 

isolation (dB)
Input to O utput 
isolation (dB)

P L02IF
73.1

P L02R F
33.5

P RF2IF
55.5

(b)
Figure 5-12: (a) Conversion gain and (b) port-to-port isolation 
for new mixer layout.
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Figure 5-12(a) indicates that a 0.47 dB improvement in conversion gain was achieved in 

the new layout, as compared to Figure 4-20 in chapter 4. Figure 5-12(b) shows no 

significant change to the port-to-port isolation values as compared to chapter 3. What 

these figures show is that the new shunt stubs used to provide a DC ground had little or 

no effect on the matching that was achieved in the first design and layout. This is due to 

the fact that the shunt stub is tuned such that it is “invisible” to the RF and LO signals, as 

was previously mentioned. For the EF signal the region beyond the diodes acts as a 

virtual ground because of the phase reversing properties of the coupler, which means that 

introducing a real ground does little to change the level of IF match of the circuit.

The new layout now provides a path for DC current to go that is also an effective IF 

ground, correcting the error in the first layout with no deterioration in performance as 

compared to the simulations of chapter 3.

Given the measured results that were able to be obtained which did correlate well with 

simulation results, and based on historical success at the Communications Research 

Centre with the OMMIC™ fabrication process, it can be reasonably concluded that if a 

second fabrication attempt were made the mixer would work as predicted with some 

expected degradation in performance due to the differences in measured reflection and 

transmission coefficients. Despite the error, the central point of showing that using the 

new coupler in a mixer would work was achieved, albeit with future work on improving 

simulation of passive structures more accurately in order to improve performance of the 

mixer.
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

6.1 Conclusion

This thesis explored existing designs for planar couplers and laid the foundation for the 

design of a new coupler. A new coupler providing improved performance both in terms 

of return loss bandwidth and phase balance was designed, simulated, and validated 

experimentally. The new coupler was also demonstrated in a single-balanced mixer that 

was designed and fabricated. A unique feature of the mixer design was the fact that a 

large frequency spread of 5 GHz between the LO and RF signals was chosen to highlight 

this function for which the new coupler would be uniquely suited; other couplers like the 

branch-line coupler, ring-hybrid, coupled-line coupler, and various baluns all have 

frequency dependent dimensions that limit the level of frequency spread they could 

support in a mixer. A mixer with a frequency spread of 5 GHz could be used to down- 

convert a 28 GHz LMDS channel directly to a 5 GHz unlicensed band used by 802.1 la  

equipment, creating a combined wireless backhaul network (LMDS) and wireless 

subscriber local area network (802.1 la).

The experimental results were mixed for both the coupler and the single-balanced mixer. 

For the coupler, a novel series microstrip stub was used to create a resonant circuit for 

extending the bandwidth of the coupler. Unfortunately, there was a significant difference 

between simulated and measured results, and this was largely attributed to the new series 

stub. A couple of other software packages yielded different simulation results, but still
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none that matched the measurements. It was thus concluded that the existing 2-D EM 

modeling software based on the Method of Moments theory did not have the resolution 

for accurately simulating this structure. One of the main reasons for this is that the ratio 

of dimensions is quite large. The stub is 800 pm long, however the thickness of the 

substrate between the upper [IN] and lower [BE] metallization layers is 0.950 pm, 

making the aspect ratio 941. This large aspect ratio makes meshing difficult, and thus the 

results achieved from convergence of the simulation are not necessarily correct.

The experimental results for the mixer were partially affected by the fact that the coupler 

simulations were inaccurate to begin with, which affected matching, however a much 

bigger problem caused very poor conversion loss in the mixer -  as a result of an error in 

layout, there actually was no DC return path, meaning the IF signal could not be 

extracted. The error was corrected in simulation, to prove that the topology that includes 

the new coupler would indeed work. It was, however, concluded that even if a new 

mixer was fabricated, the conversion gain would still suffer because the problem of 

accurately modeling the coupler needed to be addressed. A new mixer was therefore not 

fabricated, but based on the measurements of isolation and return loss, and based on the 

historical success enjoyed by Communications Research Center in using the Phillips™ 

OMMIC ED02AH process, it is concluded that the goal of demonstrating the validity of 

the new topology for a single balanced mixer was achieved.
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6.2 Future Work

The work completed for this thesis demonstrated a few exciting possibilities for a new 

coupler. Even more significant was that the new coupler employed a series microstrip 

strip stub that was coupled with a CPW line, a structure that had never been used before 

and could prove to be very useful in resonant circuits. In fact, the Communications 

Research Center currently has a patent pending on the structure. However, for the novel 

microstrip structure and the coupler there are still issues that need to be addressed and 

work to be done.

1) An obvious issue that needs to be addressed further are methods for modeling the 

structure when the aspect ratio is large. Existing 3-D modeling tools such as 

HFSS also have a great deal of difficulty with large aspect ratios, so it is not so 

simple as switching software packages. It might be useful to use a creative way 

of meshing the structure in order to ‘trick’ existing software packages into 

interpreting the structure differently to yield better results.

2) A key disadvantage of the current coupler design is the fact that there is no 

isolation between the output ports, making it a reciprocal 3-port network and thus 

impossible to match all ports perfectly to 50 Q. A useful addition to the design 

would be a resistive network, or a phase inverter circuit, that would add isolation 

between the output ports. Doing this would allow the design to take full benefit 

of the improved bandwidth in the transition designs, since the structure could 

achieve much better return losses.
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3) The nature of the new coupler is such that it would be very easy to use in a 

doubly-balanced mixer. This is something that would be nice to try in the future. 

In fact, it would be useful to use the coupler in a number of different balanced 

circuits to see how it performs compared to existing designs.

4) The new microstrip stub could be used in a number of resonant structures, and 

could create a new toolkit available to designers who design coplanar circuits. 

Some interesting research might be to see what kind of resonant structures could 

be created.

Ultimately this thesis provided some interesting results using novel circuits and opened a 

door to some more possibilities. It was discussed in the introductory chapter how a major 

driver of cost in communications equipment is the efficient use of chip space. Efficiency 

in manufacturing can be improved by a) using more compact, space-efficient circuits, or 

b) by using broadband components that cover a number of frequency bands. The coupler 

presented in this thesis is both a space-efficient device, and a broadband component, thus 

achieving both goals.
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APPENDIX A: Even-Odd Mode Analysis of Various Couplers

In this appendix, Even and Odd mode theory is taken from [10] for deriving the S21 

transfer function for the various couplers. Then based on the derived transfer function, a 

Matlab program was generated that plots the amplitude and phase response over 

frequency for a band from 20 GHz to 40 GHz.

A .l Branchline Coupler

The Even and Odd mode analysis of the branchline coupler is given in detail in [10, 

p.381]. The analysis uses ABCD matrices to describe each junction in the coupler for 

both even and odd excitation, then multiplies all the ABCD matrices together to yield one 

final ABCD matrix for the even excitation, and one for the odd excitation. From these 

final 2x2 matrix, one can extract Te, Te, E0, and T0 based on the conversion table in [10, 

p.211]. Based on the analysis, one finds the relation for S21 to be:

Where T = -------- ---------
e A + B + C + D

T = ----------------
0 A + B + C + D

The following expressions detail how to calculate the ABCD matrices for the even and 

odd excitation of the branchline coupler and ultimately how to extract Te and T0. Note 

that all of the (3/ terms in the following matrix expressions represent electrical lengths.
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The following section contains the Matlab program for the Branchline coupler.
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M atlab Program  #1: Branchline Coupler

clear all

f  = 30e9; 
c = 3e8; These are the 

declarations for the 
variables used.lam = c/f; 

1 = lam/4;

This Loop generates a matrix of data points for the amplitude and phase response

Thetal is the expression for the phase at output port 2
thetal(i) = 180/pi*atan((sin(Beta*l)/sqrt(2) + tan(Beta*l/2)*cos(Beta*l) + 

sqrt(2)*sin(Beta*l) ...
- tan(Beta*l/2)*(tan(Beta*l/2)*sin(Beta*l)/sqrt(2)-cos(Beta*l)) ...

+ (sin(Beta*l)/sqrt(2) - cos(Beta*l)/tan(Beta*l/2) + sqrt(2)*sin(Beta*l)...
- l/tan(Beta*l/2)*(sin(Beta*l)/tan(Beta*l/2)/sqrt(2)...
+ cos(Beta*l)))) / (2*cos(Beta*l) - 2*sin(Beta*l)*tan(Beta*l/2)/sqrt(2) ... 

+ (2*cos(Beta*l) + 2*sin(Beta*l)/tan(Beta*l/2)/sqrt(2))));

Theta2 is the expression for the phase at output port 3

theta2(i) = 180/pi*atan((-(sin(Beta*l)/sqrt(2) + tan(Beta*l/2)*cos(Beta*l) + 
sqrt(2)*sin(Beta*l)...

- tan(Beta*l/2)*(tan(Beta*l/2)*sin(Beta*l)/sqrt(2)-cos(Beta*l)))...
+ (sin(Beta*l)/sqrt(2) - cos(Beta*l)/tan(Beta*l/2) + sqrt(2)*sin(Beta*l)...

- l/tan(Beta*l/2)*(sin(Beta*l)/tan(Beta*l/2)/sqrt(2)...
+ cos(Beta*l)))) / (-(2*cos(Beta*l) - 2*sin(Beta*l)*tan(Beta*l/2)/sqrt(2)) 

+ (2*cos(Beta*l) + 2*sin(Beta*l)/tan(Beta*l/2)/sqrt(2))));

This is the expression for the Transfer function

S21 (i) -  (l/((2*cos(Beta*l) - 2*sin(Beta*l)*tan(Beta*l/2)/sqrt(2)) + 
j*(sin(Beta*l)/sqrt(2)...

+ tan(Beta*l/2)*cos(Beta*l) + sqrt(2)*sin(Beta*l) - 
tan(Beta*l/2)*(tan(Beta*l/2)*sin(Beta*l)/sqrt(2)-cos(Beta*l))) ))...

for f_span = 20e9:le9:40e9

i = i + 1;
Beta = 2*pi*f_span/c; Beta is the propagation constant
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+ (l/((2*cos(Beta*l) + 2*sin(Beta*l)/tan(Beta*l/2)/sqrt(2)) + j*(sin(Beta*l)/sqrt(2) - 
cos(Beta*l)/tan(Beta*i/2)...

+ sqrt(2)*sin(Beta*l) - l/tan(Beta*l/2)*(sin(Beta*l)/tan(Beta*l/2)/sqrt(2) + 
cos(Beta*l))) ));

freq(i) = fspan ;

end

figure
plot(freq,abs(theta2-thetal));
figure
plot(freq,20* log 10(abs(S21)));

Finally, the phase response is defined as 
the difference in phase between port 2 and 
port 3, and is plotted. The amplitude 
response is also plotted.

End of Branchline Coupler Program

A.2 Hybrid-Ring Coupler:

The Even and Odd mode analysis of the hybrid-ring coupler is similar to that for the 

branchline coupler [10, p.405]. Based on the analysis, one finds the relations for the 

transfer functions for ports 2 & 3 to be:

i> ort_2-> S !t = \ T. + \ T.

= i r ;  - t r „

Where 71
A + B + C + D

Fe A + B - C - D
A + B + C + D

T„ =■
A + B + C + D

A + B - C - D
A + B + C + D
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The following expressions detail how to calculate the ABCD matrices for the even and 

odd excitation of the hybrid-ring coupler and ultimately how to extract Te, T0, Te, and T0.

Even-mode:

A B 
C D J

1 0 
.tan ( A )  ,

a / 2

cos(/i/2) j Z Q sin(/?/2) 
jY0 sin(/?/2) cos(j%2)

1 0 
. tan(il/3)

J- i

i o
. tan(5/j)

cos(/i/2) y V2 sin(/?/2)

7 V 2Sin( ^ 2) C0Ŝ 2^

1 0
. tan(7?/3)

7  a / 2

5 '
C D e

[cos^)-sinj^)tanj^)]
,5 ? g | ^ + .Si ^ _ yU m p (tanS)smft)_cosft))

[/V2sinj^)]

-tanj^)sin^)+cos|?2)]

T
A + B + C + D

■ j ’ - _______________________________
(2cos|?2) -sinj£?2)tanj^) -sinP2)tanj^))

+7 ^ s m f t ) + tanS ^ s©  ++ &

A + B - C - D  
e ~ A + B + C + D
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■.r„

(sin(J3l2) tan (/^ ) -  sin((312) tan (/?/.,))

+ j

V 2 s in * /* ,) -  t m W ) c ° s ( / ? a ) _  s i - C f e ) '
V2 V2

+ t a n ^ 3 ̂  (tan(/?/,) s'm(fjl2) -  cos(/?/2))
-v 2

(2 cos (y?/2) -  sin( /?/2) tan(/?/3) -  sin(/?/2) tan(/?/3)) 

V2  sin(/?/2) + M f l ) c o s ( /g ,)  + s i n ^ )
V2 V2

+ 7
-  t a n ^ 3 ̂  (tan(/?/j) sin(/?/2) -  cos(/i/2)) 

V2

Odd-mode:

odd j 4 i  tanf/?/,)

cos(jSl2) 
JY0 sin(/?/2)

yZ0 sin(/?/2) 
cos(/3l2)

7 V2  tan(/?/3)

1 0 ~ cos (/?/2) ;V 2 sin(/S,) 1 0 "
1

1
. sin(/?/2)

cos (/S?2)
1

1
y‘V2  tan(/?/,) r 7 V2  tan(/?/3)

J  5 
C £>

COS 0 ^ 2  )  +
smQff2) 
tan(/73)

cos(fl2) .sin (yG?2)
V2  tanf/?,) V2  /\/2 tan(y6?3)

J sin (ffi2) 
tanOfiT,)'

-cos(J32)

[7 V2  sin(/3?2)]

sin(/?2) 
tan(/?,)

+cos(i®2)

Z + 5 + C + D
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■ X

2cos (fl2)+
sin(/?2) sin (fl2)

+7

tan(fl3) )

V2sin(/?2)
cos(fJ2) ^sin(fl2)

V2 lan(fl{) V2 V2  tan(fl3) ^

sin(/3f2)
tan ^ j)

\ \
+ cosP2)

7/

_ A + B - C - D  
0 ~ A + B + C + D

r sin(/?/2) sin(/?/2) ̂
tan (/?/3) tan(/?/j)

+ 7 V 2 s in ( /f f2) +

r  =

sin(/?/2)
-Jl tan(/?/,) V2 V2 tan(/?/3) ^ tan(/?/,)

+ -
\ \

+ cos(/?/2)
7/

/ 2cos(/»2) + sin< & > + 5 E < & )' 
tan(/?/3) tan(y?/j)

+ 7
V2 tanC/?/,) V2 V2 tan(/?/3)

sin(/?/2) 
tan (ySTj)

\ \
+ cos(/?/2)

7 7

The following section contains the Matlab program for the Hybrid-Ring coupler.

M atlab Program  #2: H ybrid-R ing Coupler

clear all

f = 30e9; 
c = 3e8;

lam = c/f; 
1 = lam/4; 
13 = 1/2;

These are the 
declarations for the 
variables used.
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12 =  1;
11 =  3/2 *1;

i = 0;

This Loop generates a matrix of data points for the amplitude and phase response 

for f_span = 20e9:le9:40e9

i -  i + 1;
B = 2*pi*f_span/c;

This is the expression for reflection coefficient for even excitation

gamae = (sin(B*12)*tan(B*ll) - sin(B*12)*tan(B*13) + j*(sqrt(2)*sin(B*12) - 
tan(B*ll)*cos(B*12)/sqrt(2) - sin(B*12)/sqrt(2)...
+ tan(B*13)/sqrt(2)*(tan(B*ll)*sin(B*12) - cos(B*12)) )) /
(2*cos(B*12) - sin(B* 12)*tan(B* 13) - sin(B*12)*tan(B*ll)...
+ j*(sqrt(2)*sin(B*12) + tan(B*ll)*cos(B*12)/sqrt(2) + sin(B*12)/sqrt(2) - 

tan(B*13)/sqrt(2)*(tan(B*ll)*sin(B*12) - cos(B*12)) ));

This the expression for reflection coefficient for odd excitation

gamao = (sin(B*12)/tan(B*13) - sin(B*12)/tan(B*ll) + j*(sqrt(2)*sin(B*12) + 
cos(B*12)/tan(B*ll)/sqrt(2) - sin(B*12)/sqrt(2)...
+ l/sqrt(2)/tan(B*13)*(sin(B*12)/tan(B*ll) + cos(B*12)) )) /
(2*cos(B*12) + sin(B*12)/tan(B*13) + sin(B*12)/tan(B*ll)...
+ j*(sqrt(2)*sin(B*12) - cos(B*12)/tan(B*ll)/sqrt(2) + sin(B*12)/sqrt(2) - 
l/sqrt(2)/tan(B*13)*(sin(B*12)/tan(B*ll) + cos(B*12)) ));

This is the expression for S34, the transfer function to Port 3

B2(i) = l/2*gamae - l/2*gamao;

This is the expression for transmission coefficient for even excitation

Te = 2 / (2*cos(B*12) - sin(B*12)*tan(B*13) - sin(B*12)*tan(B*ll) + 
j*(sqrt(2)*sin(B*12) + tan(B*ll)*cos(B*12)/sqrt(2)...
+ sin(B*12)/sqrt(2) - tan(B*13)/sqrt(2)*(tan(B*ll)*sin(B*12) - cos(B*12)) ));

This is the expression for transmission coefficient for odd excitation
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To = 2 / (2*cos(B*12) + sin(B* 12)/tan(B*13) + sin(B*12)/tan(B*ll) + 
j*(sqrt(2)*sin(B*12) - cos(B*12)/tan(B*ll)/sqrt(2) ...
+ sin(B*12)/sqrt(2) - l/sqrt(2)/tan(B*13)*(sin(B*12)/tan(B*ll) + cos(B*12)) 

));

This is the expression for S24, the transfer function to Port 2

B3(i) = l/2*Te + l/2*To;

freq(i) = f_span; 

end

thetal = 180/pi*angle(B2); 
theta2 = 180/pi*angle(B3);

figure
plot(freq,abs(thetal -theta2)); 
figure
plot(freq,20*logl 0(abs(B3)))

Finally, the phase response is defined as 
the difference in phase between port 2 and 
port 3, and is plotted. The amplitude 
response is also plotted.

End of Hybrid-Ring Coupler Program

A.3 Coupled-Line Coupler:

The transfer functions for port 2 and 3 of the coupled-line coupler are taken directly from 

[10, p.391]. These are given in terms of voltages as follows:

Vi -  ^  j C tan &
v  V l- C 2 cos(9 + / sin# V V l - C 2 + / tan0
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Where C = -̂ °£— ^
^Oe Z 0o

The following section contains the Matlab program for the Coupled-Line coupler.

M atlab Program  #3: Coupled-Line Coupler

clear all

f  = 30e9; 
c = 3e8;

lam = c/f;
1 = lam/4;

Ze= 100;
Zo = 25;

C = (Ze-Zo)/(Ze+Zo); 

i = 0;

This Loop generates a matrix of data points for the amplitude and phase response 

for f_span = 20e9: Ie9:40e9

i = i + 1;
B = 2*pi*f_span/c;

This is the expression for the transfer function for Port 3 

V3(i) = j*(C*tan(B*l)) / (sqrt(l-CA2) + j*tan(B*l));

This is the expression for the transfer function for Port 2

V2(i) = sqrt(l-CA2) / (sqrt(l-CA2)*cos(B*l) + j*sin(B*l)); 

freq(i) = f_span;

These are the 
declarations for the 
variables used.
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end

thetal = 180/pi*angle(V2); 
theta2 = 180/pi*angle(V3);

mx = max(V3);

V3 = V3/mx;

figure
plot(freq,abs(theta2-thetal)); 
figure
plot(freq,(abs(V 2)). A2); 
figure
plot(freq, 10 * log((abs(V3 )). A2));

Finally, the phase response is defined as 
the difference in phase between port 2 and 
port 3, and is plotted. The amplitude 
response is also plotted.

End of Coupled-Line Coupler Program
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